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Illumination, Heroism and Harmony 

Preface 

T
he task of preparing teaching-learning material for value
oriented education is enormous. There is, first, the idea 
that value-oriented education should be exploratory rather 

than prescriptive, and that the teaching-learning material should 
provide to the learners a growing experience of exploration. 

Secondly, it is rightly contended that the proper inspiration 
to turn to value-orientation is provided by biographies, autobi
ographical accounts, personal anecdotes, epistles, short poems, 
stories of humour, stories of human interes t, brief passages 
filled with pregnant meanings, reflective short essays written 
in well-chiselled language, plays, powerful accounts of histori
cal events, s tatements of personal experiences of values in 
actual situations of life, and similar other statements of scien
tific, philosophical, artistic and literary expression. 

Thirdly, we may take into account the contemporary fact 
that the entire world is moving rapidly towards the synthesis of 
the East and the West, and in that context, it seems obvious 
that our teaching-learning material should foster the gradual 
familiarisation of students with global themes of universal sig
nificance as also those that underline the importance of diversi
ty in unity. This implies that the material should bring the stu
dents nearer to their cultural heritage, but also to the highest 
that is available in the cultural experiences of the world at large. 

Fourthly, an attempt should be made to select from Indian 
and world history such examples that could illustrate the theme 
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of the upward progress of humankind. The selected research 
material could be multi-sided, and it should be presented in 
such a way that teachers can make use of it in the manner and 
in the context that they need in specific situations that might 
obtain or that can be created in respect of the students .  

The research teams at  the Sri Aurobindo International Insti
tute of Educational Research (SAIIER) have attempted the cre
ation of the relevant teaching-learning material, and they have 
decided to present the same in the form of monographs. 

It appears that there are three major powers that uplift life 
to higher and higher normative levels, and the value of these 
powers, if well illustrated, could be effectively conveyed to the 
learners for their upliftment. These powers are those of illumi
nation, heroism and harmony. 

It may be useful to explore the meanings of these terms -
illumination, heroism and harmony - since the aim of these 
monographs is to provide material for a study of what is 
sought to be conveyed through these three terms. We offer 
here exploratory statements in regard to these three terms. 

Illumination is that ignition of inner light in which meaning 
and value of substance and life-movement are seized, under
stood, comprehended, held, and possessed, stimulating and 
inspiring guided action and application and creativity culmi
nating in j oy, delight, even ecstasy. The width, depth and 
height of the light and vision determine the degrees of illumi
nation, and when they reach the splendour and glory of syn
thesis and harmony, illumination ripens into wisdom. Wisdom, 
too, has varying degrees that can uncover powers of knowl
edge and action, which reveal unsuspected secrets and unimag
ined skills of art and craft of creativity and effectiveness. 

Heroism is, essentially, inspired force and self-giving and 
sacrifice in the operations of will that is applied to the quest, 
realisation and triumph of meaning and value against the resist
ance of limitations and obstacles by means of courage, battle 
and adventure. There are degrees and heights of heroism deter
mined by the intensity, persistence and vastness of sacrifice. 
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Heroism attains the highest states of greatness and refinement 
when it is guided by the highest wisdom and inspired by the 
sense of service to the ends of justice and harmony, as well as 
when tasks are executed with consummate skill. 

Harmony is a progressive state and action of synthesis and 
equilibrium generated by the creative force of joy and beauty 
and delight that combines and unites knowledge and peace and 
stability with will and action and growth and development. 
Without harmony, there is no perfection, even though there 
could be maximisation of one or more elements of our nature. 
When illumination and heroism join and engender relations of 
mutuality and unity, each is perfected by the other and creativ
ity is endless. 

The story of Nachiketas is a story of quest, - quest of illu
mination; it is also a story of heroism, since it is only heroes 
who fight against the temptation of pleasures in order to serve 
the interests of the highest ideals .  It is also a story that illus
trates the sentiments of a young seeker whose sole motive 
was to ensure that his father does not falter in the performance 
of his duties as a sacrificer, and the first boon that he asks 
for is, tranquility and a happy welcome from his father on his 
(Nachiketas's) return journey from Yama, where his father had 
sent him in a fit of anger. The story is, therefore, an appropri
ate illus tration of  the theme of  the value-education series 
which is devoted to illumination, heroism and harmony. 

The story of N achiketas is a story of an ideal student. That 
one should have enthusiasm to learn is the minimum condition 
that we should expect from a student. Nachiketas not only ful
fills this condition but he manifests a special quality which is 
that he seeks the highest knowledge, the most secret knowl
edge and the most precious knowledge, the possess ion o f  
which leads to the highest fulfillment, namely, realisation of 
immortality. What is still more impor�ant is his persistence in 
seeking this knowledge even when his teacher, Yama, offers 
him an alternative that is full of ordinary lures and pleasures;  
he declines this alternative. In other words, he was able to 
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distinguish between Preyas, that which is pleasant and Shreyas, 
that which is good, and he chooses Shreyas instead of Preyas. 
This story, therefore, needs to be s tudied by all teachers and 
students. 

The text of this s tory is to be found in the Katha Upan
ishad, and it is well known that this Upanishad is one of the 
most difficult among all the Upanishads .  Hence, this mono
graph undertakes a special effort to elucidate different terms 
and different turns of arguments, and for those who wish to 
lead their enquiry in  the light of  the lates t  research in the 
theme of immortality, a special note has been added, which 
aims  at acquainting the reader with what Sri Aurobindo has 
written on the theme of immortality. Thus ,  this monograph 
may be regarded as the most up-to-date introduction to the 
message of the Katha U panishad. 

* 

* * 
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Introduction to the Katha Upanishad 

The Katha Upanishad contains secret knowledge of the soul and 
the self, which has been described in terms that evoke a sense of 
authenticity and assured experience. 

The Upanishad contains two cycles, each having three chap
ters. The first chapter of the first cycle narrates the story of the 
offering of Nachiketas by his father in a fit of anger to Yama, 
Lord of death, and the bestowing of three boons to Nachiketas by 
Yama. It also covers the account of the boons asked by Nachike
tas, and we are told that while the first two boons are granted 
readily, the third boon asked by Nachiketas is so very special that 
Yama tries his best to dissuade him from pressing for it. Nachike
tas, however, remains firm and shows the courage of refusing to 
yield to the highest temptations of worldly pleasure. He repeats 
his boon in unequivocal terms. 

· 

In the second chapter, we find Yama granting him the third 
boon and expounding the secret of the Supreme Reality behind 
the universe, and of the realization of that Reality by sacrificing 
all worldly things, which are momentary. Yama also explains the 
symbolism of OM. This chapter ends with the description of the 
immortality of the Unborn Supreme Reality. 

The third chapter deals with the secret knowledge of the celestial 
Fire (Agni), its relationship with the evolution of man, his inner 
soul, and the relationship between soul, intellect, mind and senses. 

The first chapter of the second cycle describes the complex 
relationship between the Supreme Reality, the divine creative 
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Mother (Aditi), the individual soul (Jiva), and the inner soul, 
which is described poetically as 'no bigg,er than the thumb.' 

The second chapter of this cycle describes what happens to man 
after the death of his body, and explains the immortality of the 
soul, which has continuity of the past, present and the future. This 
chapter ends with the description of the nature of the Eternal and 
its surpassing luminosity. 

The last chapter describes the totality of Reality as an eternal 
Ashwattha-tree whose root is above, but branches are downward. 
It also describes the interrelationship of the senses, mind, the 
inner soul ( antaratma), and the Supreme Reality. It declares: 

The mind is  higher than the s enses ,  and higher 
than the mind is the genius, above the genius is the 
Mighty Spirit, and higher than the Mighty One is 
the Unmanifested. But highest above the Unmani
fested is the Purusha who pervades all and alone 
has no sign nor feature. Mortal man knowing Him 
is released into immortality.1 

The last few verses give the secret of the Yoga by means of 
which one can arrive at the God-knowledge, soul-knowledge, 
and world-knowledge. These verses are so memorable that they 
can be quoted in full: 

One must apprehend God in the concept 'He Is'  
and also in His essential: but when he has grasped 
Him as the ' Is', then the essential of God dawns 
upon a man. 

"When every desire that finds lodging in the heart 
of man, has been loosened from its moorings, then 
this mortal puts on immortality :  even here he 
tastes God, in this human body. 

1. Sri Aurobindo, The Upanishads, SABCL, Vol. 12, p. 263.  
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Yea, when all the strings of the heart are rent asun
der, even here, in this human birth, then the mortal 
becomes immortal. This is the whole teaching of 
the Scriptures.  

A hundred and one are the nerves of the heart, and 
of all these only one issues out through the head of 
a man: by this his soul mounts up to its immortal 
home, but the rest lead him to all sorts  and condi
tions of birth in his passing. 

The Purusha, the Spirit within, who is no larger 
than the finger of a man is seated for ever in the 
heart of creatures :  one must s eparate Him with 
patience from one's own body as one separates 
from a blade of grass its main fibre. Thou shah 
know Him for the Bright I mmortal, yea, for the 
Bright Immortal.2 

The story of the dialogue between Yama and Nachiketas ends 
here, and we are told: 

Thus did N achiketas with Death for his teacher 
win the God-knowledge: he learned likewise the 
whole ordinance of Yoga: thereafter he obtained 
God and became void of stain and void of death. 
So shall another be who comes likewise to the Sci
ence of the Spirit.3 

2. Ibid., pp. 264-65. 
3. Ibid., p. 265 .  

* 

* * 
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Story of Nachiketas 

T
his is a great story, which tells us of a young s tudent, 
who was very keen to know the truth. You might have 
heard this story earlier, but it is always good to hear this 

story again and again. This will always strengthen us in our 
aspiration to know the truth. 

This story is to be found in one of the Upanishads called 
'Katha Upanishad'. 

The story begins with an event in the house of one whose 
name was Vajashravasa. 

In those· ancient days, there used to be important events 
when sacrifices were performed. 

A sacrifice was an occasion when gifts were distributed to a 
number of learned people. 

PARTI 

Vajashravasa had a son named Nachiketas . He saw that his 
father was distributing gifts consisting of cattle. He noticed 
that the cattle were old and had worn out their organs. 

N achiketas knew that one should not give gifts which do 
not have much value. He knew that the gifts should have con
sisted of cattle which were young, able and energetic, - the 
cattle that could give a good deal of milk. What is the point of 
giving gifts, which would be a burden to those to whom gifts 
were being given? This question began to arise in his mind 
again and again. 
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As he was a boy with noble thoughts who was always ready 
for self-giving, he began to wonder as to why he should not be 
given away as a gift. He knew that he was young, very ener
getic and that he would be truly useful, if his father chose to 
give him away as a gift. 

N achiketas, therefore, said to his father: 

"Me, 0 my father, to whom wilt thou give? "  

The father did not appreciate this question. In  fact, he was 
disturbed. He did not reply. But N achiketas was very sincere 
and ready to be sacrificed. He really wanted his father's sacri
fice to be truly useful and fruitful. He, therefore, asked the 
same question again. But the father felt annoyed and still did 
not answer the question. Nachiketas asked the same question 
a third time. 

The father was now angry, and in a fit of anger he said: 

"To Death I give thee." 

As a result, N achiketas was carried away by the messengers 
of Death; they were the attendants of Yama, who is known as 
the Lord of the realm of Death. 

When N achiketas reached the realm of Death, he could not 
be received since Yama was away. Hence, three nights passed 
and only then did Yama arrive. His attendants reported to 
Yama who, thus, spoke to Nachiketas : 

18 

"Because for three nights thou hast dwelt in my 
house, 0 Brahmin, a guest worthy of reverence, 
salutations to thee, 0 Brahmin." 

He continued: 

"May happiness be showered on me. Therefore you 
can choose three boons, - one for each night of 
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waiting. Since you have waited for three nights, I 
give you three boons." 

Nachiketas was concerned about his father. He knew that 
his father was angry with him, and he wanted that he should 
no more remain angry with him. So he said: 

"Tranquilised in his thoughts and serene of mind 
be the Gautama, my father. Let his passion over me 
pass away from him; assured in heart let him greet 
me when I am freed by Thee and when I return to 
my father; this boon I choose, the first of three 
boons."  

Yama replied, while granting him the boon: 

"Even as b e fore ,  a s s ured  in heart  and by me  
released shall he  be, Auddalaki Aruni, thy father; 
sweetly shall he s leep through the nights and his 
passion shall pass away from him, having seen thee 
from Death's jaws delivered." 

Having received the firs t boon, Nachiketas asked for the 
second boon. He said: 

"There is a higher world in which there is no fear, 
in which death cannot enter, and where one does 
not become old and one has no terrors of old age. 
It is said that such a heaven exists ,  and one can 
cross over to that heaven by crossing hunger and 
thirst, and one can overcome all sorrows. By enter
ing into the heaven, one gains joy forever. But one 
cannot enter into that heaven if one has not con
quered his earthly nature, and one can conquer his 
earthly nature only if one can kindle the heavenly 
Fire. It is said that this Fire is concealed in the 
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unconscious part of our being. One has to learn, it 
is said, how to awaken this heavenly Fire, because 
only by that awakening of the Fire (Agni) and only 
by right practice of utilizing that fire in the nature 
of the body, life and mind that one can master 
one's  earthly nature. Hence, please explain to me 
what this Fire is and how one should awaken that 
Fire and how one should practise the austerities 
with regard to that Fire. 
This, 0 Yama, is the second boon that I have cho
sen." 

PART II 

Yama answered: 

"This fire is not the fire that we normally see in this 
physical world; .this is not the fire that burns you 
when you touch it, although it is one of the forms of 
that heavenly Flame. That Flame is in possession of 
infinite existence and in possession of the founda
tion. That heavenly Flame can be experienced by you 
if and when you enter into your heart. Your inner 
heart is like a deep cave, and if you travel into that 
cave and continue to go deeper and deeper, you will 
find that it is hidden in the secret cave of our being." 

Yama then explained further and pointed out that that 
heavenly Flame has been placed in the great darkness that was 
wrapped in darkness when the world had just  begun to be 
formed. 

In the beginning of the world, wh�n darkness was wrapped 
in darkness ,  it  was found that only if the heavenly Flame, 
which had it's home far away in the uppermost space of infi
nite energy and infinite being was brought down into the 
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darkness, could dispel that darkness. That is why that heaven
ly Flame was planted in the darkness .  It is by the working of 
the F lame that the physical world was built and then other 
worlds also came to be built. There is nothing in the world 
which has not been produced by that Flame. That Flame, 
Agni, is thus called Jatavedas, - the one who knows all that is 
formed or born. 

Yama explained to Nachiketas the secret of the method by 
which that heavenly Flame could rise· from the darkness to 
Matter, from Matter to Life and from Life to Mind, and how it 
entered into the cave of the heart of everyone of us. 

Nachiketas grasped this secret knowledge and repeated it 
correctly. On hearing this, Yama was pleased and said to him: 

"On account of your having known this  s ecret 
knowledge of this Flame, I give you a farther boon. 
Hence forward, this Fire will now be called by 
your name that is Nachiketas' Fire. And then Yama 
gave him a necklace with many figures. The gift of 
the necklace is given only to the one who becomes 
the controller of the energies of Nature. Nature is 
called Prakriti, and the one who controls Prakriti is 
the Soul. Nachiketas had, thus, attained that high 
state of knowledge by which Prakriti can be con
trolled." 

Yama made a further comment to Nachiketas : 

"The heavenly Flame which rises from matter to 
life and from life to mind and thus covers matter, 
life and mind is to be lighted in our own limited 
body, life and mind. Whosoever lights this Fire on 
all the three planes of their own limited body, life 
and mind, comes to know the Divine Force, which 
is utilised to raise the triple being of man to divini
ty. Thereafter one makes an offering of the physi-
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cal consciousness, vital consciousness and mental 
consciousness to the divine consciousness.  Then 
one finds the Lord of our being whom we adore, 
and we are led to know the Brahman, which is even 
beyond the Lord whom we adore. Then one goes 
beyond birth and death, and on beholding the 
Brahman one attains to Supreme Peace." 

Let us repeat the exact words that Yama spoke to Nachike
tas: 

"Whoso lights the three fires of Nachiketas and comes 
to union with the Thre,e and does the triple works, 
beyond birth and death he crosses; for he finds the 
God of our adoration, the Knower who is born from 
the Brahman, whom having beheld he attains to sur
passing peace."' 

Yama had promised three boons. He had now fulfilled two 
boons. So he said: 

"A third boon choose, 0 Nachiketas." 

Now was the occasion for Nachiketas to ask a question 
which was perhaps most difficult. He said: 

"This debate that there is over the man who has 
passed and some say 'This he is not' and some that 
he is, that, taught by thee, I would know; this is 
the third boon of the boons of my choosing." 

Let us try to understand what was really the question of 
Nachiketas. . 

First of all, he is asking about the man who has passed away 

1 .  Sri Aurobindo, The Upanishads, SABCL, vol. 1 2, pp. 240- 4 1 .  
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or the man who has died. 
Secondly, he has heard diff erern views about the man who 

passes away. In fact ,  he knows that there is a debate. In the 
debate there are two views . According to some 'man is not' 
and according to others 'man is'. 

Thirdly, therefore, Nachiketas warned to know as to which 
of these two views was correct. 

PART Ill 

We have already learnt that N achiketas had received three 
boons. The first boon was granted readily. The second boon 
required Yama to explain to Nachiketas the nature of the Mys
tic Fire . We know the question that Nachiketas asks Yama 
with regard to the third boon. This question was extremely 
difficult and Yama tried to dissuade N achiketas from asking it. 
But Nachiketas persisted, until Yama felt happy to answer it. 

We shall first repeat that question and listen to the dialogue 
between Nachiketas and Yama until the point where Yama 
agrees to answer. 

·As the answer is as difficult as the question or even more 
difficult, we shall move rather slowly so that we may be able 
to understand that answer. It will be like climbing a hill, and as 
we rise higher and higher, we have to make greater and greater 
effort to climb. But we have decided to discover the truth, and 
therefore, we should be ready to climb and make our best 
effort to climb properly and to reach the summit. 

The question that Nachiketas asked in regard to the third 
boon referred to a debate over a very important question, 
which concerned the man who has passed, and the two sides 
of the debate were: 

Some say 'This he is not.' 
Some others say that 'He is.' 
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Nachiketas wanted to know which of these two sides of the 
debate corresponded to the truth. 

In answer, Yama said: 

"This matter was debated even by the gods in 
olden times. It is not easy of knowledge, since very 
subtle is the law of it. 0 Nachiketas, choose anoth
er boon; do not ask me, do not urge me; give up 
this question." 

But N achiketas answered: 

"Sure, this was debated even by the gods, and thou 
thyself hast said that it is not easy of knowledge. For 
getting this knowledge never shall I find another 
like thee. There is no other boon equal to this." 

Yama, who was not p repared to  answer this  ques t ion 
offered to grant some other boon, which most other people 
would have ordinarily been happy to ask for. Therefore, Yama 
said: 

24 

"Choose sons and grandsons who shall each live a 
hundred years, choose much cattle and elephants and 
gold and horses; choose a mighty reach of earth and 
thy s el f  live for as many years as thou wouldst  
choose. If thou deemst this boon equal to that of  thy 
asking, choose wealth and long living; possess thou, 
0 N achiketas, a mighty country; I give thee thy 
desire of all desirable things for thy portion. Indeed, 
all desires that are hard to win in this world of mor
tals ,  all demand at thy pleasure; these delightful 
women with their chariots and t.heir bugles, whose 
like are not to be won by men, these I will give thee, 
live with them for thy handmaidens. But do not ask 
the question about death, 0 Nachiketas." 
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But Nachiketas was not tempted. He  remained firm and 
said: 

"Mortal man has these things only for a short time; 
until the next day, 0 Yama, and the sharpness and 
glory of the senses by which he enjoys fades away; 
all life is temporary. Let these chariots and the danc
ing of these women and their singing remain with 
thee. Man is not to be satisfied by riches ;  moreover, 
since I have seen thee, I shall in any case have riches, 
and I shall be able to live as long as thou shalt be our 
lord. This boon alone and no other; I shall choose 
nothing else. Who can take pleasure in overlong liv
ing, when a mortal man who grows old and lives 
upon this unhappy earth, and when he has come into 
the presence of the ageless Immortals and when he 
has experienced closely beauty and enjoyment and 
pleasure? 0 Yama, this question which is debated, 
this question which is concerning the great path, -
of this question I need thy answer. This boon takes 
us into the secret that is hidden from us, - no boon 
other than that boon is chosen by Nachiketas ." 

Yama had felt happy with the persistence of Nachiketas ; he 
had seen that when all pleasant things were offered to him, he 
had rejected them and he had remained firm in choosing that 
which was really good as distinguished from that which was 
pleasant. He, therefore, said: 

"One thing is the good and quite another thing is 
the pleasant. Both the good and the pleasant come 
to a man, and both are understood with different 
meanings . O f  these  two, whoever choose s  the 
good, he is  truly benefited; but he who chooses the 
pleasant, he falls from the aim of life. The good 
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and the pleasant come to a man and the thoughtful 
man del iberat es  upon them and dis t inguishes  
between the  good and the pleasant . The wise  
chooses the good instead of the pleasant, but the 
dull soul chooses the pleasant rather than choosing 
the good, which is truly beneficial. And thou, 0 
Nachiketas, hast looked close at the objects of 
desire, at those things that are pleasant and beauti
ful, and thou hast thrown them away from thee; 
thou hast not entered into the net of riches, in 
which many men sink into destruction." 

Yama continued and made a distinction between Ignorance 
and Knowledge, and he pointed out that Nachiketas had 
proved that he was truly desirous of the Knowledge, since he 
could not be tempted by so many desirable things. He said: 

"For far apart are these, opposite, divergent, that 
which is known as the Ignorance and that another 
which is known as the Knowledge. But I have seen 
that Nachiketas is truly desirous of the Knowl
edge, s ince so many des irable things could not 
tempt him." 

Yama continued further and explained how people living in 
Ignorance think, behave and act .  He said: 

"They who dwell in Ignorance believe themselves to 
be very learned and they feel that they are very wise 
when they look at their own wit. But these men are 
bewildered; they wander about; they stumble round 
and round helplessly like blind men led by the blind. " 

Yama further describes this man �ho dwells in the Igno
rance: 
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"Their wit is childish, they are bewildered and they 
are drunken with the illusion of riches; they cannot 
open their eyes to see the passage to the higher 
world. They think that the world in which they live 
is the only world and that there is no other world. 
They come again and again into the net of Death." 

Yama now comes to describe how rare it is to find someone 
who is keen to hear of that Truth, that Reality, that Supreme 
God who is immortal. He said: 

"Not many find it easy to hear of Him; even among 
those who have heard of Him, there are not many 
who have come to know Him. The man who can 
speak of Him wisely or the man who is skillful to 
win Him is a miracle. But even if one such is found, 
it will be a miracle to find the listener who can know 
Him even when the teacher or knower teaches him." 

Yama then explains to N achiketas why we need the very 
best to teach us of Him. The reason is that He is subtler than 
the most subtle, and He has many aspects ,  and therefore, an 
inferior man cannot truly expound the knowledge of Him. If 
he expounds, one will not be able to know Him. This is  how 
Yama explains: 

"An inferior man cannot tell you of this; for thus 
told thou canst not truly know this, s ince He is 
thought of in many aspects .  Yet unless you are told 
of Him by another, you cannot find your way to 
Him; for He is subtler than subtlety and logic can
not reach him." 

Yama, therefore, describes the knowledge concerning this 
wisdom and points out that that wisdom cannot be obtained 
by mere thinking and that it has got to be learnt from another 
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who has true knowledge, and who makes the listener as stead
fast in truth as Nachiketas . He says : 

"This wisdom is not to be obtained by reasoning, 
0 beloved Nachiketas ;  only when told thee by 
another it brings real knowledge, - the wisdom 
that thou hast got. Truly thou art steadfast in  the 
Truth! Even such a questioner as thou art, may I 
meet with always. For when thou hast been given 
the possibility of the possessions which men desire 
and when thou hadst the possibility of having firm 
foundation of this world and infinity of power and 
even the bas is  of s ecurity and great praise and 
fame, - even then thou didst cast these things from 
thee, as thou art wise and strong in steadfastness ."  

Yama then began to speak of God who cannot be known by 
reasoning but by spiritual yoga and Yama tells Nachiketas that 
that God is one from whom all things have come out, and who 
is therefore, the oldest of all, and is to be found in the deepest 
cave of our heart . He further explains that when somebody 
hears of Him, and when he has practiced yoga to separate 
Him from one's  body, then one finds that he is immortal and 
from Him we derive the delight of immortality. Yama finds 
that Nachiketas was truly worthy of attaining that knowledge 
of immortality, and thus he agree s  to grant him the third 
boon. He said: 
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"When one realizes God through spiritual yoga, and 
when that Ancient of Days is realized as one who 
has entered deep into that which is hidden and is 
hard to see because he is established in our secret 
being and lodged in the deep heart. of things, - then 
the wise and steadfast man casts away from him all 
that man calls joy and sorrow. When a mortal man 
has heard, when he has grasped, when he has with 
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great effort separated That One who is Righteous 
from his body and when he wins that subtle Being, 
then he has the del ight of one who is hims elf  
delightful, and theri he has attained. 0 N achiketas, 
truly, I found thee as a wide open house in which 
that delight can live."  

In the next part, we shall study the answer that Yama gives 
to Nachiketas to fulfill the third boofl that he has now grant
ed. What happens to man after he has passed away? 

Does he continue to exist ?  
Does he  cease to exist? 
Or, is there anything in him that continues to exist or is 

there nothing in him that continues to exist? 
Is  there anything in him, which is so immortal that it can 

never cease to exist? 
These are the questions that we shall try to explore and lis

ten to the answers that Yama gives. 

PART IV 

We have arrived at the most important part of the story, which 
aims at the discovery of the highest truth. 

What happens to the one who passes away? 
The answer to this question, which Yama gives, is not easy 

to understand. Hence, we shall first present this answer briefly 
and in our words. 

Every human being has in him a soul. This soul can be dis
covered in the deepest cave of the heart. If one concentrates 
on the heart and tries to go deeper and deeper, one will find 
the soul like a flame burning in the depth of the heart . But, in 
the beginning, this flame will be seen as no larger than the 
thumb of a man. One can even describe that flame as a Dwarf 
that sits in the center. It will also be found that this Dwarf is 
adored even by great gods like Agni, Vayu, Indra and others . 
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This flame is immortal and it always is .  This flame grows big
ger and bigger, but its growth takes a very long time. As it 
grows bigger and bigger it leaves one body when that body 
becomes dead and cannot breathe anymore. That flame, after 
coming out of the dead body travels. 

Where does it travel to? 
The answer is that this travel follows a path, which is differ

ent for each individual. The path maybe smooth or difficult, it 
maybe slow-moving or it can be rapid. It all depends upon one 
important law. 

What were the thoughts of the man when he was in the 
body? 

What were his questions ? 
What were his goals? 
What kind of efforts had he made? 
What was the nature of his actions ? 
Some one like Nachiketas, who had made a sacrifice for a 

noble goal may even have a possibility of having a dialogue 
with many gods, with many others or even with Yama. And 
that is what had happened to N achiketas. He had sacrificed 
himself for the good of his father; he was sincere, he was 
steadfast; his goal was to make a search for the highest truth. 
He was able to travel to Yama from whom he could gain true 
knowledge of the truth. 

The travel after death would depend upon the individual' s  
aspirations, his deeds and his goals, which he was pursuing in 
the body when it was alive. But this travel is for a short or 
long time, and the time comes when he will need to have 
another body in order to reach the goal that he was trying to 
achieve in his previous body. He, therefore, enters a womb 
where a new body is formed, and he takes a new birth in the 
new body. Some others, like N achiketas, can even enter into 
the previous body, if that body is not b.urnt away after it ceas
es to breathe. 

There are some others who do not need to enter into the 
same body or a new body, if they have pursue

,
d the path of 
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yoga, and if the flame has grown to its fullness and realized 
that that flame can never be extinguished and that in that 
flame there is that Purusha who is as large as the universe and 
even beyond and who is immovable, eternal and immortal. 
Even then, one can enter into a new body, but one is not 
obliged to; one is free to take up a new body, if he so chooses. 
But that choice becomes imperative if he freely chooses to 
help others so that others also can rise up, and this can contin
ue until a great harmony is established Cm the earth. 

The knowledge of the Purusha we find in the flame, is very 
difficult to attain. The question is as to how one can attain to 
that knowledge. 

PARTV 

In the previous part, we read about the Purusha whom we find 
in the flame, who is eternal, immovable and immortal. How 
can we attain to the knowledge of that Purusha? 

First of all one has to turn inwards. 
Normally, we are all turned outwards. The reason is that all 

the doors of the body open outwards . These doors are our 
sense organs like the eyes, the ears, the tongue, the skin and 
the nose. This is the reason why we need to learn how to close 
our eyes and why we should go in a place where there is no 
noise or sound. This helps us to go within ourselves .  

But that is not enough. 
One has to watch what one experiences when the eyes are 

closed and the ears do not hear any sound. Then we find that 
there is a movement of a number of thoughts .  These thoughts 
are of many kinds . Many of these thoughts are memories of 
what we have seen, what we have heard, and what we have 
experienced in the past. Some of our thoughts are concerning 
what we have to do during the day, including what we want to 
eat and when we want to go to sleep. Some other thoughts are 
concerning the people whom we have to meet and what we 
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have to do to keep our promises. We are also filled with the 
thoughts of those whom we like and those whom we do not 
like, and we begin to think of what we want to do regarding 
them. I t  will be helpful if we can just watch our mind, our 
thoughts and our feelings. We shall find that our mind is like a 
market and there is not much order in it. We cannot stop our 
mind even for a minute. We feel that we are in a chariot, which 
is run by horses that we cannot control. 

We shall find that when our mind is not fixed on one partic
ular point, our senses run like wild horses that do not obey 
the driver. But we shall discover that apart from the senses and 
the mind, we have a faculty which we call Reason. This Reason 
thinks quietly, and it is able to connect ideas in a logical order; 
Reason can also  classify the ideas and can even decide which 
ideas are correct and which ideas are incorrect. When we are 
able to allow the Reason to do its work, we shall find that our 
Reason is like a charioteer, who can control the wild horses of 
our senses and of the thoughts, which are running about with
out order. 

When we have reached this stage, we shall find that our 
ideas, which were like wild horses, are now like obedient hors
es.  We shall then be able to think when we want to think, and 
we should be able to remain quiet when we want to remain 
quiet and do not want to think. 

We have to remember that if we cannot control the wild 
horses, we can never reach our goal. But if we can control 
those wild horses, one is bound to reach the goal. It is true 
that the j ourney is long and our exercise of controlling the 
wild horses is tiring. But if we do our exercise only when we 
are fresh, then we do not tire ourselves and sooner or later, we 
are bound to reach the goal. 

Now let us assume that we have begun to do the exercise 
and we are able to spend 2 0-30 mim,nes daily on it, we shall 
find some very interesting results. We shall be able to under
s tand our friends better; we shall be able to understand our 
lessons better; we shall be able to solve mathematical prob-
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lems more easily, and we shall be able to write better and even 
explain better. 

At a higher s tage, we shall come to appreciate good lec
tures ,  good dramas and we shall be able to love even good 
essays and good poems. 

At a still higher stage, we shall discover a greater kingdom 
of ideas, a greater kingdom of knowledge. 

We shall begin to love all that is true and we shall not waste 
time in thinking about that which is not true. 

We shall be kind to others and we shall help others and try 
to become better human beings and help others to become 
better human beings. 

We shall ask, 'What is good? ' and 'What is not good? ' We 
shall choose good and reject that which is not good. 

We shall become neat and clean in every way and we shall 
create beauty all around. 

We shall become more and more s erious and more and 
more smcere. 

We shall then begin to experience in the depth of our heart, 
from time to time, deep joy, deep calm and deep warmth. 

This will be the beginning of the discovery of the inner 
flame in our heart, which is no bigger than a thumb. 

PART VI 

As we move forward, we shall become more and more calm 
and we shall find that there is something in ourselves which is 
unfolding. We begin to shape our personality. We begin to 
look into the future. Our inner flame remembers our past, it 
understands the present and it has the sense of destiny; there 
is something that is awaiting to happen to us. The inner flame 
is the leader, and it opens to our central being which is called 
the Jiva. This Jiva is in its nature extremely sweet; Jiva is also 
called "Eater of sweetness" .  The Jiva is the lord of what was 
and what shall be. The inner flame represents the Jiva, and 
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The Brahmacharin 

(Rolf, Auroville) 

therefore it is also the lord of what was and what shall be. 
At a much later stage, we shall begin to learn that the Jiva is 

the portion of the Supreme Lord, and the Jiva is the child of 
Aditi, who is his mother as she is also the mother of all that 
exists in the world. Aditi is also the mother of the gods. 

When one comes in contact with the inner flame, he comes 
to know also that that flame is immortal, and even when man 
dies that inner flame remains unext inguished. When one 
comes to know the Jiva, one also c

'
omes to know that gods 

are also immortal. 
Finally we find that everything in the world, all things, our 
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inner flame and inner flames of all, the Jivas and gods and 
Aditi have all come from one highest being. That being is 
immortal. That being is called Brahman because he is the 
essence of everything; that Brahman is called Purusha because 
he originates every thing. And he is also called the Supreme 
Lord because he is not only the essence, not only the origina
tor, but he is also the Controller and Ruler and Master of all 
that is in the universe. 

Yama explained to N achiketas all this ,  and told him that 
when one practices yoga and thus controls his mind, and one 
is able to give up all desires, and when one becomes noble and 
truthful and good to everyone, one will come to know the 
Supreme Lord who is immortal. 

* * *  

At the end of the story, it is  said that Nachiketas looked 
upon Yama as his teacher and won from him the God-knowl
edge. Nachiketas also learnt the entire process of yoga.1 He 
practiced yoga and reached the stage of complete purity. He 
then came to know the immortality of the inner flame, of the 
Jiva, of the Gods, and of Aditi. And thereafter he obtained 
God and realized immortality. 

This true story promises that anyone who finds a teacher as 
good as Yama and anyone who learns yoga and practices yoga 
will also have the same knowledge and status of immortality as 
N achiketas had attained. 

* * *  

1 .  It  i s  currently believed that Yoga consists of Pranayama and other yogic 
asanas. But Pranayama and other yogic asanas are part of Hatha yoga and 
Raja yoga; there are other systems of yoga such as Jnana yoga, Karma yoga 
and Bhakti yoga where the practices of Pranayama and yogic asanas are not 
obligatory. Basically yoga is a methodized effort of conceritration of con., 
sciousness so that the inner self of the individual is discovered and the 
individual attains union with the universal and transcendent Reality. 
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. 
FIRST CYCLE: FIRST CHAPTER 

36 � � � CTT\Jf�: fl4i?1Gxi � 
� � rtfilc:Ba1 "'11l1 � 3ITTf 1 1 '1 1 1  

1 .  Vajashravasa, desiring, gave all he had. Now Vajashravasa 
had a son named N achiketas. 

� � � � � .-illl'iHI'{! �ssfcl-cm 
"fll"s� 1 1 ";( 1 1  

2 .  As the gifts were led past, faith took possession of him who 
was yet a boy unwed and he pondered: 

4ltt'IGCf)I W� �� PtR�lll: I 
� "'11l1 c9" C'1l Cf) I X"f1 I ""fi �I iU f<l TIT � I I� I I 

3. "Cattle that have drunk their water, eaten their grass, yield
ed their milk, worn out their organs,  of undelight are the 
worlds which he reaches who gives such as these." 
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"ff � fi«:R CfC1 m lft G I fll 'fil fa I 
� � � -glqrq � C'CfT GGl4'lfa 11� 11 

4. He said to his father, "Me, 0 my father, to whom wilt thou 
give? "  A second time and a third he said it, and he replied, "To 
Death I give thee." 

��'11�fll �� ��'11�fll 1=!Ufll: I 
� R:<le:is:i«1 � ll'4ill1El ct>R"llfa I I t  11 

5. "Among many I walk the first, among many I walk the mid
most; something Death means to do which today by me he 
will accomplish. 

� <:r� °¥ l>lfa4�ll �s-cR I 
tifllfllCI 1K4: � tifllfllCll\illlld Tf: 11� 11 

6. "Look back and see, even as were the men of old, - look 
round! - even so are they that have come after. Mortal man 
withers like the fruits of the field and like the fruits of the 
field he is born again." 

a�Cll'i"!: !>lfcl�1fllfaf�rnf51un � I 
af"llai � cg4RJ � aCl'{CldlGCf>st 1 1\9 11 

His attendants say to Yama: 
7. "Fire is the Brahmin who enters as a guest the houses of 
men; him thus they appease. Bring, O son of Vivasvan, 1 the 

1.  Yama, lord of death, is also the master of the Law in the world, and he is there
fore the child of the Sun, luminous Master of Truth from which the Law is born. 
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water of the guest-rite. 

311�11i>H�ar wm � -tjtiC1cra g:::iq�t�'il � 1 
� ¥cffi g'QISlflll(;{Ol�trnl lH"""ll1�1�flfa �15"1°n � 11-c. 11 

8. "That man of little understanding in whose house a Brah
min dwells fasting, all his hope and his_ expectation and all he 
has gained and the good and truth that he has spoken and the 
wells he has dug and the sacrifices he has offered and all his 
sons and his cattle are torn from him by that guest  unho
noured." 

ft1m xl?1lllc�Cl1ff1"1JN irs1�1��"1fa�4�x"""l: 1 
�s«J ���ciffa irs«J ax+11&Fa :fl�x110a'n1SCJ I I t.  1 1  

Yama speaks: 
9. "Because for three nights thou hast dwelt in my house, 0 
Brahmin, a guest worthy of reverence, - salutation to thee, 0 
Brahmin, on me let there be the weal, - therefore three 
boons do thou choose, for each night a boon." 

�11'"tlx:fCf>(;{OI: � <:rim x"""l1Ef)a��J�a'il l1Tfi1 � 1 
cq&�ISC'. � l;!ctf5flllo1j >r� cR f[U) I l '}o 11 

Nachiketas speaks: 
1 0. "Tranquillised in his thought and serene of mind be the 
Gautama, my father, let his passion over me pass away from 
him; assured in heart let him greet me from thy grasp deliv
ered; this boon I choose, the first of three." 
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<J� gx ffi I <"\ '+1fclm � 3fl � I C'I fclH I'() fU I sl di '<t"C: 
� fl: �l�C'll qlC'J'"i'"1'{"fCJj G1�1C1140c-�fil!:SHd!�CfC'1Jt 1'1'11 I 

Yama speaks: 
1 1 . "Even as before assured in heart and by me released shall 
he be, Auddalaki Aruni, thy father; sweetly shall he s leep 
through the nights and his passion shall pass away from him, 
having seen thee from death's jaws delivered." 

m C1Tcf> � � fct;=t;i;-11fffi � � � � URm � I 
� cfu:cITs�l'"lllllf°qq1fl �flct>lffi41l � '{"cPfC1lcb 11'1� 11 

N achiketas speaks: 
12 .  "In heaven fear is not at all, in heaven, 0 Death, thou art 
not, nor old age and its terrors ; crossing over hunger and 
thirst as over two rivers, leaving sorrow behind the soul in 
heaven rejoices . 

� � � � �. � � � I 
'{:cJ4fC1lCfJI � � � �cflll'"l � cRur 11'1� 11 

1 3. "Therefore that heavenly Flame2 which thou, 0 Death, 
studiest, expound unto me, for I believe. They who win their 
world of heaven, have immortality for their portion. This for 
the second boon I have chosen." 

2. The celestial force concealed subconsciently in man's mortality by the 
kindling of which and its right ordering man transcends his earthly nature; 
not the physical flame of the external sacrifice to which these profound 
phrases are inapplicable. 
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>I" � � � 1) � t<P4'"1fr.:i '1Rlcf5a: !'l\J11'11 
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Yama speaks: 
14. "Hearken to me and understand, 0 Nachiketas; I declare 
to thee that heavenly Flame, for I know it. Know this to be 
the possession of infinite existence and the foundation and the 
thing hidden in the secret cave of our ?eing." 

(>1l 4i I f4 '"1 fr.:j a �fll ii � <IT � ll I q d"I q f <:f� err I 
"ti" 'qTfq cidlc;llqGtJ�� �: 9)'1�q1g �: I l 9 't  1 1  

1 5 . Of the Flame that is  the world's beginning' he told him 
and what are the bricks to him and how many and the way of 
their setting; and Nachiketas too repeated it  even as it was 
told; then Death was pleased and said to him yet farther; 

ci'i�cfkUlll'ilofl '"161c;'"11 cR atjg1t1 "GGTfi1 �: I 
"dc)cr � 1"1fcla1ll'""tfr.1: �:s�cni �'"11'"1.?i4i�4i � 1 1 9 �  1 

1 6. Yea, the Great Soul was gratified and said to him, "Yet a 
farther boon today I give thee; for even by thy name shall this 
Fire be called; this necklace also take unto thee, a necklace4 of 
many figures .  

3. The Divine Force, concealed i n  the subconscient, i s  that which has origi
nated and built up the worlds. At the other end in the superconscient it 
reveals itself as the Divine Being, Lord and Knower who has manifested 
Himself out of the Brahman. 
4. The necklace of many figures is Prakriti, creative Nature which comes 
under the control of the soul that has attained to the divine existence. 
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81011filcBafBI� � 81Cf>BQifl'<f°a \Jlrs:J'ic-'i I 
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1 7. "Whoso lights the three fires5 of N achiketas and comes to 
union with the Three6 and does the triple works,7 beyond birth 
and death he crosses;  for he finds the God of our adoration, 
the Knower8 who is born from the Brahman, whom having 
beheld he attains to surpassing peace. 

81011RlcBa-<=::ill�a@R0=11 <T � fclai�=qja 11RlcBa'i 1 

'ff 'lc-9)41�11;gxa: >fUITTl �0Cf>IR1411 � {<Pfc1icB 1 1 '3� 1 1  

1 8. "When a man has the three flames o f  N achiketas and 
knows this that is Triple, when so knowing he beholds the 
Flame of N achiketas, then he thrusts from in front of him the 
meshes of the snare of death; leaving sorrow behind him he in 
heaven rejoices . 

'!1Sf" �sfT.:14RlcBa: � ll'"lqo�m @C1"1�1 cR-ur 1 

�a'"!fr;i � �� \J111fl'<iC1lli � 1RlcBa1 � l '3t. 1 1  

1 9. "This i s  the heavenly Flame, 0 Nachiketas, which thou 
hast chosen for the second boon; of this Flame the peoples 
shall speak that it is thine indeed. A third boon choose, 0 

5. Probably, the divine force utilised to raise to divinity the triple being of 
man. 
6. Possibly, the three Purushas, soul-states or Personalities of the divine 
Being, indicated by the three letters AUM. The highest Brahman is beyond 
the three letters of the mystic syllable. 
7. The sacrifice of the lower existence to the divine, consummated on the 
three planes of man's physical, vital and mental cons ciousness. 
8. The Purusha or Divine Being, Knower of the Field, who dwells within 
all and for whose pleasure Prakriti fulfils the cosmic play. 
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N achiketas . "  

� ml RIRlfcf>ctil �S«"llc-llcB 'ill!'""l'{"(llfa � I 

c:affiiali:tj�llSc'{"(tjljlS� Cll{l01ilt$1 Cl'<f<ldlll: 1 1-:( o  1 1  

Nachiketas speaks: 
20. "This debate that there is over the ,!Ilan who has passed and 
some say 'This he is not' and some that 'he is' ,  that, taught by 
thee, I would know; this is the third boon of the boons of my 
choosing." 

��'<?llfCl RIRlfcf>lf-ttd � "'1" � '{jfcl$lll'""IUJ�t$1 wt: I 
3RT cR '1Rlcf>a1 � llT s:ilq'<lNil'<fa llT '<t'11'1it 1 1-:( �  1 1  

Yama speaks: 
2 1 .  "Even by the gods was this debated of old; for it is not 
easy of knowledge, since very subtle is the law of it. Another 
boon choose, 0 Nachiketas ;  importune me not, nor urge me; 
this, this abandon." 

��'<?llfq fclftjfchf&1d fcPc;f � 'q' � � Xj$llll"ll(Ql I 
CICffil � 6:11�ll"'lll <=r � '1RIT q'<'HjC'll � C'.J?�ilq 1 1 � �  11 

Nachiketas speaks: 
22. "Even by the gods was this debated, it is sure, and thou 
thyself hast said that it is not easy of knowledge; never shall I 
find another like thee9 to tell of it, nor is there any other boon 
that is equal . "  

9. Yama is the knower and keeper of the cosmic Law through which the 
soul has to rise by death and l ife to the freedom of Immortality. 
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Yama speaks: 
23.  "Choose sons and grandsons who shall live each a hundred 
years, choose much cattle and elephants and gold and horses ; 
choose a mighty reach of earth and thyself live for as many 
years as thou listest .  

�a=g&zj <TfG- � m � fcrt:f �x\TflfclCbi :q- 1 

� "1�<:Bax«i4� Cbl'il"'li � � CITTlf11 1 1� '6  1 1  

24. "This boon if thou deemest equal to that of thy asking, 
choose wealth and long living; possess thou, 0 N achiketas, a 
mighty country; I give thee thy desire of all desirable things 
for thy portion. 

<)- <)- "Cf)Tl"ff �'BT s:i,lfc•1'1cf> fl41'"'Cbls:t1�tFGci: >IT� I 

� "W"IT: m�: � "1�1�11 � �: I 
�: 4R'illxllfCI "1�cBa1 11XUT  �aft: I l � S'.  1 1  

25 .  "Yea, all desires that are hard to win in the world of mor
tals, all demand at thy pleasure; lo, these delectable women 
with their chariots and their bugles, whose like are not to be 
won by men, these I will give thee, live with them for thy 
handmaidens . But of death question not, 0 Nachiketas ." 

� s:i,lfx:ll l!G-=act5acti4�lllu1i \J1xllfkl cf\l1": 1 

� "fl"Cf '11 t fclas:iC"ll4CI <1cTcT Cl 161 X:f1 Cl i'll Jfld I I � �  I I 

Nachiketas speaks: 
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26.  "Until the morrow mortal man has these things, 0 Ender, 
and they wear away all this keenness and glory of his senses; 
nay, all life is even for a little. Thine are these chariots and 
thine the dancing of these women and their singing. 

� � ac:folllfl � &1G{=l11'ig fckl'"it::le+r � I 
\Jllfclt>l!ls:tl lllClcfl�lt>l!Ri � � � CJ_x0Tlll: � � 1 1";(\9 1 1  
2 7. "Man is not to be satisfied by riches, and riches we shall 
have if we have beheld thee and shall live as long as thou shalt 
be lord of us. 1 0  This boon and no other is for my choosing. 

3'l1J!llld1'"1'idHljLkll \Jfl<lrii,4: q:qtf:x�: Sfo11'ii I 

3ffi1t:ll1ll;:qoJxfa�s:tl�Hfa�lU � en)- �  11-=<"t'., 11 

28 .  "Who that is a mortal man and grows old and dwells down 
upon the unhappy earth, when he has come into the presence 
of the ageless Immortals and knows, yea, who when he looks 
very close at beauty and enjoyment and pleasure, can take 
delight in overlong living? 

llff+iP-ic{ fclR!fchctiPd � llctiliq'l!lll � � � I  

ms<:f crxT Jlcl'"ij�fcl�l � d'<+tl�filcf>al � 11-=<t. 11 

29.  "This of which they thus debate, 0 Death, declare to me, 
even that which is in the great passage; than this boon which 
enters in into the secret that is hidden from us, no other 
chooses N achiketas. "  

1 0. Life being a figure of death and Death of life, the only true existence is 
the infinite, divine and immortal. 

· 
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FIRST CYCLE: SECOND CHAPTER 

3l��lllS�5)flq � � � � fft.-i"1a: I 

CT<TI": � 3ll��l'"H"'l:l � � trm=fs� \J wn � 1 1 '} 1 1  

Yama speaks: 
1 .  "One thing is the good and quite another thing is the pleas
ant, and both seize upon a man with different meanings . Of 
these whoso takes the good, it is well with him; he falls from 
the aim of life who chooses the pleasant. 

� � 'ij�iltH:dl fp•q{kll fclfcl"1fcffi tfR: I · 

� f% �sfii � � wn � m�'il�0�a 1 1 � I I 

2 .  "The good and the pleasant come to a man and the thought
ful mind turns all around them and distinguishes . The wise 
chooses  out the good from the pleasant, but the dull soul 
chooses the pleasant rather than the getting of his good and 
its having. 

� � Rlll1R\lll>M4i�=q Cfll'il"i�lll?tR1'6a'is�a%T: 1 

� �'S�Cfli fcl=a'"14''"1qlcffi � '"1\fu1Pd � llj6<IT: 1 1 � 1 1  

3 .  "And thou, 0 Nachiketas, has t  looked close at the objects 
of desire, at pleasant things and beautiful, and thou hast cast 
them from thee: thou hast not entered into the net of riches in 
which many men s ink to perdition. 
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� fc1q�a � 31fctw m 'tl � � 1 
� ·'i�cbdfi � � ('CfT � �SC1'iCj)4� 11'6 1 1  

4. "For far apart are these, opposite, divergent, the one that is  
known as the Ignorance and the other the Knowledge. But 
N achiketas I deem truly desirous of the knowledge whom so 
many desirable things could not make to lust after them. 

3lfc1Wlll'1�� qct'"il'il: m �: 4f0'5d'1�'11'il: 
t;;=s;Rl'11°11: 4Rl1Pa � �� 'illl'"il'il <TIQl·'tll I I x  11 

5. "They who dwell in the ignorance, within it, wis e  in their 
own wit and deeming themselves very learned, men bewil
dered are they who wander about stumbling round and round 
helplessly like blind men led by the blind. 

� filRl�lll: � � l>l'11€:l<ti fc1*1'"11!3ri � I 

� C1lcITT � '4'X � lfFlT ¥: gri 4� 1 '11 q €:la 'B I I �  I I 

6. "The childish wit bewildered and drunken with the illusion 
of riches cannot open its eyes to see the passage to heaven: for 
he that thinks this world is and there is no other, comes again 
and again into Death's thraldom. 

�qOlllll� � � c;f'Rl: �Oq�lSflr � <:j � fmj: 
3ll�ilm CICRlT cg�IC1lS'Bl ��l�ilm � cg�IC11j�llSC: 11\9 11 

7. "He that is not easy even to be heard of by many, and even 
of those that have heard, they are many who have not known 
Him, - a miracle is the man that can speak of Him wisely or is  
skilful to win Him, and when one is found, a miracle is  the lis-
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tener who can know Him even when taught of Him by the 
knower . 

., 'i�Ollq�OI mcm � '{jfcl�lll �m Rl'Tlli11'1: I 

3F1'"ll!l'llcRl 'IRix?l "11'<,llofllll'i �ac:r<ls:iuJ�s:i101ia 1 1 � 1 1  ' ' 

8 .  "An inferior man cannot tell you of Him; for thus told thou 
canst not truly know Him, since He is thought of in many 
aspects. Yet unless told of Him by another thou canst not find 
thy way to Him;  for He  is subtler than subtlety and that 
which logic cannot reach. 

� � s:ifflxlY-illl !l'llCfC'llrlt�q '{j$11'11ll � I 

m �: ��ffl4a1fft � � 1rlll'.?1Rlcf>a: w;cr I I t.  1 1  

9. "This wisdom is not to be had by reasoning, 0 beloved 
N achiketas ;  only when told thee by another it  brings real 
knowledge, - the wisdom which thou hast gotten. Truly thou 
an steadfas t in the Truth! Even such a questioner as thou an 
may I meet with always." 

G11'11Rl5 � rr W�: � fg � d"G I "" "" ' 
� 1=f<:IT '11Rlct>a�1:m1sff'1xf.k�J�: �l'<Jql'iffii � I l 'lo  1 1  

Nachiketas speaks: 
1 0 .  "I know of treasure that it is not for ever; for not by things 
unstable shall one attain That One which is stable; therefore I 
heaped the fire of Nachiketas, and by the sacrifice of momen
tary things I won the Eternal." 
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Ct>l'"Jx::\ql� wm: � � qwy 1 
� '16�'Qllllf � � � � '1ftj�tf'1s�afr: 1 l <J<J 1 1  

Yama speaks: 
1 1 . "When thou hast seen in thy grasp, 0 Nachiketas, the pos
session of desire and the firm foundation of this world and an 
infinity of power and the other shore of security and great 
praise and wide-moving foundation, 1 1  wise and strong in stead
fastness  thou didst cast these things frorrt thee. 

ci � i[<1J'1j5'1Rlt><:>: 'J)t:i�a i1��lSGf! 9)�1019 I 

3l� � 11fCIT � gc;foflqjl \i"rnlfa I l <J ';(  1 1  

12 .  "Realising The God by attainment to Him through spiritu
al Yoga, even the Ancient of Days who hath entered deep into 
that which is hidden and is hard to see,  for he is established in 
our secret being and lodged in the cavern heart of things, the 
wise and steadfast man casts away from him joy and sorrow. 

C!ctWI tiRIRi!� l1f4: � oel'=4'"lu]ilct'illll I 

"ff � 4"1l � .-i"Pi � c;i-s::crr fcl¥ � rt fil cf; ct fi � I I <J � I I 

1 3 .  "When a mortal man has heard, when he has grasped, when 
he has forcefully separated the Righteous One from his body 
and won that subtle Being, then he has delight, for he has got 
that which one can indeed del ight  in .  Ve rily, I deem o f  
Nachiketas a s  a house wide open." 

- ··-

1 1 . Or, and great fame chanted through widest regions. 
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3RT?f t:p•J I <; ""ll ?11'61 'i fo ""ll ?I I {"'i I &[' C"1 I Cl I 
3RT?f � "=f Clll"6il llfkll�llRi ™ 1 1 9'6  I I 

Nachiketas speaks: 
1 4. "Tell me of  That which thou s ees t  otherwhere than in 
virtue and otherwhere than in unrighteousness,  otherwhere 
than in this created and this uncreated, otherwhere than in 
that which has been and that which shall be." 

� � llNGlill1'1RI � f1qffu1 'q" ll&GRI I 

ll R iU '"fll $'>!tu 'tj 4 � cffi- -qct ti � g 0 I $'>! q''p•"ljl f1i c-lH1 q I I 91.t I I 

Yama speaks: 
1 5 . "The seat or goal that all the Vedas glorify and which aus
terities declare, for the desire of which men practise holy liv
ing, of That will I tell thee in brief compass .  OM is that goal, 
0 Nachiketas .  

C!ci�qlITT W C!ci�qlITT � I 

C!ci�qlITT � <11" llRmffi � Tiq 1 1 9 �  1 1  

1 6 . "For this Syllable is  Brahman, this Syllable is the Most 
High: this Syllable if one knows, whatsoever one shall desire, 
it is his. 

\'!dGIC1�;:j J$1t>04dGIC1�;:j � I  
\'!dGIC1�;:j � i>lt.:"kllcB lic;'llla I 1 9\9 1 1  

1 7. "This support is the best, this support is the highest, know
ing this support one grows great in the world of the Brahman. 
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1 8 . "The Wise One is not born, neither does he die: he came 
not from anywhere, neither is he any one: he is unborn, he is 
everlasting, he is ancient and sempiternal: he is not slain in the 
slaying of the body. 

� tj 41<=ll21 � g i:v� tj 41<=ll21 "ITTfl1 I 

'31fT -ct'f ;:r fcl \J1 I 'i"I dl � � ;:r � I l'H:: 1 1  

19. "If the slayer think that he slays, if the slain think that he 
is s lain, both of these have not the knowledge. This slays not, 
neither is He slain. 

31 Ofl'{ oft ll 141t\d'I '"lg) ll 1'1 l('+"llfll \J1't1'1 f."lffia'l 'Jt=51 ll I� I 

C1'i"*lg: 4�llfa ql(1�flCf>l tllg�f11Gl41ffi'il'1'ili;'+i'1: I l�o 1 1  

20. "Finer than the fine, huger than the huge the Self hides in 
the secret heart of the creature: when a man strips himself of 
will and is weaned frorri sorrow, then he beholds Hirn; purified 
from the mental elements he sees the greatness of the Self
being. 

3ITTft;:IT � � �Ill Hi mfff �: I 
� 'iGl'ici � � $11g'igfa 1 1� 9  1 1  

2 1 .  "Seated He journeys far off, lying down he goes every
where. Who other than I is fit to know God, even Hirn who is 
rapture and the transcendence of rapture? 
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3-lmR �l��lSCl'iClf�� I 
� � +f(CJT � -;::i- �nilRI 1 1� � 1 1  

22. "Realising the Bodiless in bodies, the Established in things 
unsettled, the Great and Omnipresent Self, the wise and stead
fast soul grieves no longer. 

'illl'ilf'"il !>IClil-i'i � -;::i- �· -;::i- � � I 
� � cf'1" �'{flx-ilt>I � fclq�a c=r1 � 1 1� �  1 1  

23.  "The Self is  not to be won by eloquent teaching, nor by 
brain power, nor by much learning: but only he whom this 
B eing chooses can win Him; for to him this Self bares His 
body. 

24. "None who has not ceased from doing evil, or who is not 
calm, or not concentrated in his being, or whose mind has not 
been tranquillised, can by wisdom attain to Him. 

� W "'ET ITT "'ET � � �: 
'tc-g4x;iiqf1il'1 Cf) �� � <f?r "X1: 1 1� � 1 1  

25.  "He to whom the sages are as meat and heroes as food for 
his eating and Death is an ingredient of His banquet,; how thus 
shall one know of Him where He abides?"  
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FIRST CYCLE: THIRD CHAPTER 

� fq f4 '"f1l '{]4i l:H""ll � 1F"f � fcl t>C� � LRrcl I 
Vllllci4� �501fclc;'j � 4->"t!P'illl <) ""tl" Gl011�cf5a1: 1 1 9 1 1  

Yama speaks: 
1 .  "There are two that drink deep of the truth in the world of 
work well accomplished: they are lodged in the secret plane of 
being, and in the highest kingdom of the most High: as of 
light and shade the knowers of Brahman speak of them, and 
those of the five fires and those who kindle thrice the fire of 
N achiketas. 

<:r: flgfl\J11'11'11'iITT � ll(llx'"t I 
3P1ti Rk11t>fai "4"R ri1�cf5a �1cf5'"lf% 1 1 � 1 1  

· 2. "May we have strength to kindle the Agni of Nachiketas, 
for he is the bridge of those who do sacrifice and he is Brah
man Supreme and imperishable, and the far shore of security 
to those who would cross this Ocean. 

� � fclfcG � x� g  I 
� g � fclfcG 11'1": ����q ""tl" 1 1 � 1 1  

3. "Know the body for a chariot and the soul for the master of 
the chariot: know Reason for the charioteer and the mind for 
the reins only. 
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��ll I fU1 i::ll 1'11§f4"llllffi� J fliHli 
311cil�llJi'1lgCRi lfl4tkll1§44'lf6!01: I l b'  11 

4. "The s enses they speak of as the steeds and the objects of 
sense as the· paths in which they move; and One yoked with 
s elf  and the mind and the sense s ,  as the enjoyer, say the 
thinkers . 

ll '<"fq fcl $11'1q14"1 Cl 'll gcttH � � I 
ax::lJ�lll0llCl�lllPI 5)1SCl�Cll � x:TR�: I I t  I I 
5 .  "Now he that i s  without knowledge with his mind ever 
unapplied, his senses are to him as wild horses and will not 
obey their driver of the chariot. 

� � � � � I 
ax-il�lllfUI q�lllPI fl��Cll � x:TR�: 11� 11 

6. "But he that has knowledge with his mind ever applied, his 
senses are to him as noble steeds and they obey the driver. 

llx<ftjfcl$11'1q141q,llJi'1'<"Cf): �s�: 
"'""I" "f1" d�GJilG1lfa � � 11\.9 11 

7. "Ye1a, he that is without knowledge and is unmindful and is 
ever unclean, reaches not that goal, but wanders in the cycle of 
phenomena. 

� � f1Ji'1'<"Cf): � �: 
"f1" g d�GJillr1lfa ll'<:+il(\ � "'""I" � 1 lc.11 
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8 .  "But he that has knowledge and is mindful, pure always, 
reaches that goal whence he is not born again. 

� lFf:SBH5Cll�"<: I 
�s�: 4l"<'i1cri'!Fa affits0n: qxtj � 1 1 t 1 1  

9. "That man who uses the mind for rejns and the knowledge 
for the driver, reaches the end of his road, the highest seat of 
Vishnu. 

� � � +<:r: W &Jzj 3f� � lFf: I 

'i'"lxH"j W ���"<l('S"ll 'it51'"<1"<: I 1 '3o  I I 

1 0 . "Than the senses the objects of sense are higher: and high
er than the objects of sense is the Mind: and higher than the 
Mind is the faculty of knowledge: and than that the Great-Self 
is higher. 

lfITT'f: q "< 'i Cll CR'1 'i Cll CR'1 I tg�t>J: tR: I 

9)�"11� � fcnf5.ilctil cp['ISGT m W llffr: 1 1 '3 '3  1 1  

1 1 .  "And higher than the Great-Self is the U nmanifest and 
higher than the Unrrianifest is the Purusha: than the Purusha 
there is none higher: He is the culmination, He is the highest 
goal of the journe� 

� � � �ia,1,'""11 � �Cl?l�la I 
� �!fiF11 � �a+rm �a+i��Tfi1: 11'3� 11 

12. "He is the secret Self in all existences and does not mani-
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fest Himself to the vision: yet is He seen by the seers of the 
subtle by a subtle and perfect understanding. 

1 3. "Let the wise man restrain speech in his mind and mind in 
Self, and knowledge in the Great-Self, and that again let him 
restrain in the Self that is at peace. 

\3 Rt tiO a \JITTTd" Wt<:f q '< 181 �ltm I 
� tf"Rf ��1<11 �'<c-llllt � -q�Hf1C"Cf>qll'I � 1 1 9'6  1 1  

1 4. "Arise, awake, find out the great ones and learn of them: 
for sharp as a razor's edge, hard to traverse, difficult of going 
is that path, say the sages. 

31�16G'i'<:Y�T'i'<ii4'i&:lli c=rmsffi � <TCf . ' 

31;oi1tF"Fd lfITTl: � � Piill� a�,9)j�l�ji'Zld 1 1 9<.t 1 1  

1 5 . "That in which sound is not, nor touch, nor shape, nor 
diminution, nor taste nor smell, that which is eternal, and It  is 
without end or beginning, higher than the Great-Self, the s ta
ble; that having seen, from the mouth of death there is deliver
ance ."  

'"llRl�ajql'Lc<ll;:j �'��'jcffi t1""11<1'1'"t I 
\3CR'CIT � "i.f � �5"1C1l� 'i�lla . 1 1 9�  1 1  

1 6. The man of intelligence having spoken or heard the eternal 
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s tory of Nachiketas wherein Death was the speaker, grows 
great in the world of the Brahman. 

<:r � � � � ��x-i·x-iR I 

w:rc=r: � 1eact>1 a err a G ''"' "ll Ill � 
ctGl'"i"lllll � � I l 'j\9 I I 

1 7. He who being pure recites this supreme secret at the time 
of the Shraddha in the assembly of the Brahmins, that turns 
for him to infinite existence. 

SECOND CYCLE: FIRST CHAPTER 

4 x I f3oi! � Cl! Cl 0 I ct"<l ll '"'+!\·'H"H"''i I tG x I'S� � '11 '"tl x I t'Ft 
Cf>�il�x: !>kl!JllC""ll'"lilaiGl<=Jtlil�x�ctC"Clf?ii.\'.Ft I l 'j  1 1  

Yama speaks: 
1 .  "The self-born has set the doors of the body to face out.:. 
wards, therefore the soul of a man gazes outward and not at 
the Self within: hardly a wise man here and there, desiring 
immortality, turns his eyes inward and sees the Self within 
him. 

�: Cf> I Ji I '"I jll Pa � I &I I �-a � ,ii'j 4 Pa fcl a a �"'ll "4Wf1l I 

3l� � � fclRC"Cll � '1 � 1 1� 1 1  

2 .  "The res t  childishly follow after desire and pleasure and 
walk into the snare of Death that gapes wide for them. But 
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calm souls having learned of immortality seek not for perma
nence in the things of this world that pass and are not. 

� � ffi 7PCf �lii>Glrx:q�H�'il -4� I 
� fcl\Jll'ilffi � 4R�l!Qlct I � � 1 1  � 1 1  

3 .  "By the Self one knows form and taste and smell, by the 
Self one knows sound and touch and the joy of man with 
woman: what is there left in this world of which the Self not 
knows ? 
This is That thou seekest. 

'{oqG"Wd \J1P1Ra1'fi � �'ilj4�llffi 
� � +:fC'Cll � '1 �n'ilffi 1 1� 1 1  

4. "The calm soul having comprehended the great Lord, the 
omnipresent Self by whom one beholds both to the end of 
dream and to the end of waking, ceases from grieving. 

5. "He that has known from very close this Eater of sweet
ness ,  the Jiva, the self within that is  lord of what was and what 
shall be, shrinks not thereafter from aught nor abhors any. 
This is That thou seekest. 

"ll': � � \J11<1'1?il: g\cf'1\J11llt1 I 
� �  ffits('.)'fi m �  I � � I I  � I I 
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6. "He is the seer that sees Him who came into being before 
austerity and was before the waters: deep in the heart of the 
creature he sees Him, for there He stands by the mingling of 
the elements. 
This is That thou seekest. 

m m-uFf �qc-lf�faCfqC'lls:tli"I I 
lJITT � fabCJ"11 <IT �  j � � I I  \9 1 1  

7. "This is  Aditi, the mother of  the Gods,  who was born 
through the Prana and by the mingling of the elements had 
her being: deep in the heart of things she has entered, there 
she is seated. 
This is That thou seekest. 

3ixot1'1P.:ff�a'i \JllaClGI -rrt � � �: 1 
� ITT � \J11'!qf.lef gfc)&if.lef 4j��: I � � 1 1  � 1 1  

8.  "As a woman carries with care the unborn child in her 
womb, so is the Master of Knowledge lodged in the tinders: 
and day by day should men worship him, who live the waking 
life and stand before him with sacrifices; for he is that Agni. 
This is That thou seekest. 

lfa�'i1'1�ra �s� "l("?f "if 'liUfa 1 
� �: �SR1"C11'<f1S '11c-�fa � I � � 1 1  t. 1 1 

9 .  " H e  from whom the sun aris es  and t o  whom the sun 
returns, and in Him are all the Gods established; none passes 
beyond Him. 
This is That thou seekest. 
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� dG�?l l!Gj?l dGPi:lt\ I 
�: "ff �c-�.!i1c;;i'jfa <:J � � 4�llRI 1 190 1 1  

1 O. "What is in this world, i s  also in the other: and what is in 
the other, that again is in this: who thinks he sees difference 
here, from death to death he goes .  

'"l·-l'��G'"lll{lci:i � '11'11R-d fch-=>-"Cl'1 I 
�: "ff � J1mRI zr � � 4�llRI 1 1'1'1  I I 

l l .  "Through the mind must  we understand that there is noth
ing in this world that really varies: who thinks he sees differ
ence here, from death to death he goes. 

3M��t>Ci'"ll�: � � � RltSdRI I 
� � � "dffi fcl'14Jlf1tl I � � I I  9"f- l l  

12 .  "The Purusha who is seated in the midst of our self is no 
larger than the finger of a man; He is the Lord of what was 
and what shall be. Him having s een one shrinks not from 
aught, nor abhors any. 
This is That thou seekest. 

3Ht1!Sd'"ll?I: � �: I 
��11'1l � Xl � Xl \3" �: I � � I I  '1�  I I  
1 3 .  "The Purusha that is within us is no larger than �he finger 
of a man; He  is like a blazing fire that is without smoke, He is 
lord of His  past and His future. He · alone is today and He 
alone shall be tomorrow. 
This is That thou seekest. 
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1 4. "As water that rains in the rough and difficult places, runs 
to many sides on the mountain tops, so he that sees separate 
law and action of the One Spirit, follows in the track of what 
he sees. 

<:f� � ��lil�Cftf cil1�q � I 
� j� fcfo1 Ha 3TIC'liT '+JClffr Tlffi+1 1 1'-J � 1 1  

1 5. "But as pure water that is poured into pure water, even as 
it  was such it remains, so is it with the soul of the thinker who 
knows God, 0 seed of Gautama." 

SECOND CYCLE: SECOND CHAPTER 

gxiJCf> I �li 1£; I "'1li\J1 '<�I q :;;ptja ft: I 
3ljtSOlll � !ii'l:qffi fclj@li'tj fclj�tl I � oq 1 1  '-J 1 1  

Yama speaks: 
1 .  "The unborn who is not devious-minded ha� a city with 
eleven gates :  when he takes up his abode in it, he grieves not, 
but when he is set free from it, that is his deliverance. 
This is That thou seekest. 
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"!lSl&'<'!i1Ci'!i&'illlixiGiMI � ?ftci\Jil � � � 1 1  � 1 1  

2 .  "Lo, the Swan whose dwelling is in the purity, He is the 
Vasu in the inter-regions, the Sacrificer at the altar, the Guest 
in the vessel of the drinking: He is in man and in the Great 
Ones and His home is in the law, and His dwelling is in the 
firmament: He is all that is born of water and all that is born 
of earth and all that is born on the mountains. He is the Truth 
and He is the Mighty One. 

� !>llOlj':?lllc-\!:l41ri l•k-ll'I'!�� I 
� ql'"F"Pil�ri � � \341'!id I I �  1 1  

3 .  "This is He that draws the main breath upward and casts the 
lower breath downward. The Dwarf that sits in the centre, to 
Him all the Gods do homage. 

3IBl fcl'Ol.fi'il'1fll �� �: I 

�61�jilP11'1'!=l1 � 4R�lr>lld I � oq 1 1  '6 1 1  

4 .  "When this encased Spirit that is in the body, falls away 
from it, when He is freed from its casing, what is there then 
that remains? 
This is That thou seekest. 

-;or muFl" 'i I 4 1-i 1 � \Jfl Cl ffi Cf5� ifl I 
�a�u1 g "1lCJPa llR::1•F--ia1gq1fW!t l · l t  1 1  
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5. "Man that is mortal lives not by the breath, no, nor by the 
lower breath; but by something else we live in which both 
these have their being. 

� ('!" � WT� � mq fl'i IC"F"Pi I 
�� :q- � mt<T 3lW1T � Tffwf I I G I I 

6. "Surely, 0 Gautama, I will tell thee ·of this secret and eternal 
Brahman and likewise what becomes of the soul when one 
dies.  

�lf.i'""lrlJ !'14£1.fl �l;f\"!C'Cllll �: I 
x�IUJ)'""lrlJSj)fillPa �� ��� I l\9 1 I 

7. "For some enter a womb to the embodying of the Spirit and 
others follow after the Immovable: according to their deeds is 
their goal and after the measure of their revealed knowledge. 

� � � \:J"llllf<l cpp:f cpp:f � f.i�'""llDI: I 

� � CTG: mq a�Cll'lcijiX1d I 
aRJiC'<"!l$1: �: � � '11c-llffi $�i:l'1 I � en=[ 1 1  t:: 1 1  

8.  "This that wakes in the sleepers creating desire upon desire, 
this Purusha, Him they call the Bright One, Him Brahman, 
Him Immortality, and in Him are all the worlds established: 
none goes beyond Him. 
This is That thou seekest. 

�� :fFl i:1ftjt>C'.l � � l'lffi'(t)4l � I 
�� � � � l'lffi'(t)4l 61��-q I It. 1 1  
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9 .  "Even as one Fire has entered into the world, but it shapes 
itself to the forms it meets, so there is one Spirit within all 
creatures, but it shapes itself to form and form: it is likewise 
outside these. 

cm.pt� � i:1rutiCl � � i:1fa�4l � I 
�m � � � i:1Fa�4l �  l l '}o l l  

1 0. "Even as one Air has entered into the world, but it shapes 
itself to the forms it meets, so there is one Spirit within all 
creatures, but it shapes itself to form and form: it is likewise 
outside these. 

� <:Jm fi4C1lCf>'<"'ll "'til!ff � m���h.�l�l�: 1 

�m � -;::i- f8Clla �:� �: 1 1 '}'}  I I  

1 1 . "Even as the Sun is the eye of all this world, yet is not 
s oiled by the outward blemishes of the visual, so there is one 
Spirit within all creatures, but the sorrow of this world soils it 
not: for it is beyond grief and danger. 

� � � � � � lf: �  I 
tP"tlc-'i� �Sj4�l1Pa tfixl'{flt>ti � �ll�qcf -ia�tSf l'i 1 1 '}';( 1 1  

12.  "One calm and controlling Spirit within all creatures that 
makes one form into many fashions: the calm and strong who 
see Him in their self as in a mirror, theirs is eternal felicity and 
'tis not for others. 
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1 3 . "The One Eternal in the transient, the One consciousness 
in many conscious beings, who being One orders the desires 
of many: the calm and strong who behold Him in their self as 
in a mirror, theirs is eternal peace and 'tis not for others . 

Ci�Ci�ftl �sf.1c{�lj � � I 

q:;-� "j C1 fG \Ji I '1'1 ll i � � fcP100 CIT I I <:! �  I I 

1 4. " 'This is He' is all they can realise of Him, a highest  felici
ty which none can point to nor any define it .  How shall I 
know of Him whether He shines or reflects one light and 
another? 

� � w-IT � � il�Cil'!cb � � � cgms�: 
°C11lcr � x=icl � � fi 4� c{ fcP100 I I <:It  I I 

1 5 . "There the sun cannot shine and the moon has no lustre: 
all the stars are blind: there our lightnings flash not, neither 
any earthly fire. For all that is bright is but the shadow of His 
brightness and by His shining all this shines." 
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SECOND CYCLE: THIRD CHAPTER 

�SqlCf�ll\& �S��: fFllC:Fi: I 

-c:Rcr � de'\  mq C.'1�ql�C.'1j-UHi I 

C.'1ff4�'1Cf)I: �: � % '11c:-�fc1 Cf)�'tl""i I � �  1 1 9 1 1  

Yama speaks: 
1 .  "This is an eternal Ashwattha-tree whose root is above, but 
its branches are downward. It is He that is called the Bright 
One and Brahman, and Immortality, and in Him are all the 
worlds established, none goes beyond Him. 
This is That thou seekest. 

� � \J1 •I C."flcf muT � f.i:WF! I 

� � q\iljt!C.'1 <l C::C.'1ffi5)"<�C.'11"<fl � 1 1 ';( 1 1  

2 .  "All this universe of motion moves in the Prana and from 
the Prana also it proceeded: a mighty terror is He, yea, a thun
derbolt uplifted. Who know Him, are the immortals. 

'+l ll 1 � "<"l1 I fT.•H"C.'1 q fc1 '+l ll l'I 4 fc1 �: I 

'+llllR��=q ql9)�i.l �� �: 1 1 � 1 1  

3 .  "For fear of Him the Fire burns : for fear of Him the Sun 
gives heat: for fear of Him Indra and Vayu and Death hasten 
in their courses. 
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4. "If in this world of men and before thy body fall from thee, 
thou wen able to apprehend it, then thou availeth for embodi
ment in the worlds that He creates. 

<l�S S� (!'� <l� � (!'� fq�C1'1c:6 I 
<l� � � (!'� 11�4C1'icB \:Plllld�ll'iRci �g:iC1lcB I I t  11 

5. "In the self one sees God as in a mirror, but as in a dream in 
the world of the Fathers : and as in water one sees the surface 
of an object, so one sees Him in the world of the Gandharvas .  
But He is seen as  light and shade in  the heaven of the Spirit. 

��l1101j °9:�1CljGlllt<"l'"i4� -:q- ?.Tq I 
12�'J('G€:1JOJl'"il;:j � � ""I" �ni!RI 11� 11 

6. "The calm soul having comprehended the s eparateness of 
the senses and the rising of them and their setting and their 
separate emergence, puts from him pain and sorrow. 

��llRT: � lFIT lFfff: fh"'Cl�'l'"iJ:t I 
fh"'CI I G � s•1t5 I '"1 I c-'"l I 11ITT'!Ts Cll Cffi T""i 'i I l\.9 I I 

7. "The mind is higher than the senses, and higher than the 
mind is the genius, and above the genius is the Mighty Spirit, 
and higher than the Mighty One is the U nmanifested. 

31Cl1Cffil1 -qx: � Clll4Cf)ls� � '"Cf I 
<i � � \>"F�J'!'l<lc=ci '"Cf �l"iBRI 1 1 � 1 1  
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8 .'"But highest above the Unmanifested is the Purusha who 
pervades all and alone has no sign nor feature. Mortal man 
knowing Him is released into immortality . 

., � RI "d RI Xii q SF{=lj ., "'Cl� 4!;! {1 RI tj?� 'tj ;Hi I 

wcn � s=t'1fll�CfC'J:l{1l <:i ctaffi1x'F11x-a � 1 1t. 1 1  

9.  "God has not set His body within the ken of seeing, neither 
does any man with the eye behold Him, but to the heart and 
the mind and the super-mind He is manifest. Who know Him 
are the immortals. 

<:JGT q .:>-'tj I Cl RI "d ;:fJ $11 '1 I Pt l1'l"ftT w I 
�f.&�-q ""!" fc)-tjt><:RI �: � � 1 1 <-Jo 1 1  

10 .  "When the five senses cease and are at rest and the mind 
rests with them and the higher mind ceases from its workings, 
that is the highest state, say thinkers . 

ID lfl'l�RI � f{.QNl��{1�1xulli I 
3HI s:t'fl '<"<1 � I � <:TI<fr % >Pi Cl I Q1 lfl I I ':l ':l I I 

1 1 . "The state unperturbed when the senses are imprisoned in 
the mind, of this they say 'It is Yoga. ' Then man becomes very 
vigilant, for Yoga is the birth of things and their ending. ' �  

� CTmT ""I" l1'l"ftT � � '1 "'Cla_r>IT I 
3H-8iRl �S� c:pzj � 1 l ':l.� 1 1  

12. Shankara interprets, "as Yoga has a beginning (birth) so has an ending." 
But this is not what the Sruti says. 
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12 .  "Not with the mind has man the power to get God, no, 
nor through speech, nor by the eye. Unless one says 'He is' , 
how can one become sensible of Him? 

3l «11 c-� ql q C1&:1 &H"f1fCI � �: 
� �: :QfilGf°a 1 1 9 � 1 1  

13 .  "One must apprehend God in the concept 'He Is '  and also 
in His essential: but when he has grasped Him as the 'Is ' ,  then 
the essential of God dawns upon a man. 

<RT �  :QjiZl.f\ CITTl1T <ls� � &ill: I 

3lQ.l 11c'tils12ffi � � fP"t�jci 1 1 �'6 I I 

1 4. "When every desire that finds lodging in the heart of man, 
has been loosened from its moorings, then this mortal puts on 
immortality: even here he tastes God, in this human body. 

<RT � � @Gll'<�t:: ��: I 

3lQ.l 11c'tils12ffi 'Wk�dltj<:$1j�llfl'1'i I l 9<t 1 1  

1 5 . "Yea, when all the strings of the heart are rent asunder, 
even here, in this human b irth, then the m ortal becomes 
immortal. This is  the whole teaching of the Scriptures. 

W � Tl @Gll'R1 '11'5?.l'<"f11fli �:� I 
�'illl?l�dtcl�fa fcl�q'S;'S·rlll \=k5f5'iul � I I � �  1 1  

1 6. "A hundred and one are the nerves of the heart, and of all 
these only one issues out through the head of a man: by this 
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his soul mounts up to its immortal home, but the rest lead 
him to all sorts and conditions of births in his passing. 

3l'5�4JIS0'11"51: �S""d'<l('Jil � \:JF1Hi � fl8l�tse:: 
TI x:ci1m-flx1o:iCJg�5"\if l�Cll'>jlCf)i � I 
TI � 'll I tt&'?P '1 'Ff TI � 'll I =tt_g, ?!> '1 '2 t1 � Fa I I '1\9 I I 

1 7. "The Purusha, the Spirit within, who is no larger than the 
finger of a man is seated for ever in the heart of creatures:  one 
must separate Him with patience from one's own body as one 
separates from a blade of grass its main fibre. Thou shalt know 
Him for the Bright Immortal, yea, for the Bright Immortal." 

'2'g�'iCR1i riRlcf>a'ls� � �'ll1ilai lll41�fq -:q- Cilct"""iJt 
�5:nlll{1l fcR\ii1s1iffi'2c-gx�'ls1<)-cf m � I l k. 1 1  

1 8 . Thus did Nachiketas with Death for his teacher win the 
God-knowledge : he learned likewise the whole ordinance of 
Yoga: thereafter he obtained God and became void of stain 
and void of death. So shall another be who comes likewise to 
the Science of the Spirit. 
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A Synoptic Essay on Immortality 

There are many ways of answering the question, 'What hap
pens after death?' 

One can speculate on the question by comparing various 
views on: 

'What is life ? '  
'What is  death? '  
'From where has life emerged?' 
'Can life die? '  
'Who dies? '  
'Does man die? '  
'Does the body die? '  
'If the body dies, what happens to man? '  
' I s  there rebirth of  man?'  
'What happens to man between death and rebirth?' 
'Why should man die? '  
'Why should man be born? '  
'What i s  man?' 
According to some, behind and above the Universe, behind 

and above man, there is a Supreme Reality. 
What is the nature of that Reality? 
Some  p e ople  s p e ak o f  God,  s o m e  p e o p l e  ca l l  i t  as 

'Absolute', and some people call it 'That'. Some people deny 
the existence of God and yet they believe in the spiritual exis
tence of the soul, while others deny the existence of God but 
speak of supraphysical experience and realization of an Ulti
mate Zero or Non-Being. All who believe in God agree that 
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He is immortal. Most of them believe that both God and soul 
are immortal. There is also a view that what is called God and 
soul are in reality the indescribable 'That', which is imperish
able, immortal and eternal. 

If we are to deal with all these subjects, we shall need to 
refer to volumes and volumes that have been written on these 
subjects, but if we are like Nachiketas, we shall find the best 
teachers and ask them, not what they think but what they 
know of these subjects. In our search, we shall travel to the 
one who tells us that he has not only studied all the different 
views but has verified through experience the truth behind all 
these views and has arrived at integral knowledge. In our free 
enquiry, we sh all explore that teacher's answers to the ques
tions that led to immortality. 

Shall we do that? 
Nobody will deny that in our times, there has been a 

Teacher who along with another Teacher has explored all the 
paths of Knowledge which have been traversed in the past, and 
he has hewn a new path based upon his new discoveries; 
and he has arrived at integral knowledge. That teacher is Sri 
Aurobindo, and the one with whom he has traveled in this vast 
kingdom of knowledge has been known as the Mother. They 
have both written at length on the question of Immortality. 
Indeed, their writings are voluminous and very difficult. In due 
course of time, one can read all of them and arrive at one's own 
conclusions, both rationally and in actual experience. That will 
be, of course, a long journey, and we should invite ourselves to 
undertake that journey. But still, to start with, we may like to 
have brief answers that we can gain from them in terms of the 
conclusions that they have arrived at on the important ques
tions of birth and death, of God and Soul, of God and Matter, 
of Man and the Universe, on why we are on the earth; why we 
are born, why we die, what happens to .us after death, whether 
we can be reborn and why we should be reborn, what, in fact, 
is the meaning, if there is any meaning at all, of this wide Uni
verse and creatures in the world and on the earth. 
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In other words, while Nachiketas asked the question about 
whether after death, 'man is '  or 'man is not', we can expand 
the question and try to get an answer from Sri Aurobindo and 
the Mother to what we may call 'The riddle of the Universe' .  

The Katha Upanishad states that the doors of the body face 
outward; these doors are the doors of the senses, and it is true 
that all the senses are naturally sensitive to the impacts com
ing from outside. It is difficult for man to turn inward. That is 
the reason why the Katha Upanishad compares our senses 
with the horses or the steeds that are wild and in their natural 
condition uncontrolled and run about unless the mind is able 
to control them. 

Katha Upanishad rightly compares the human body with a 
chariot and the senses as the horses, which are yoked to the 
chariot, and they compare the objects of the senses as the 
paths in which they move. 

. 

But the Katha U panishad rightly speaks of the soul when it 
compares it with the master of the chariot. Between the soul 
and the chariot are the Reason and the Mind. The Reason is 
compared with the charioteer and the Mind is compared with 
the reins by which the senses i .e. the horses can be controlled. 
The Upanishad points out that the first thing that one needs 
to do is to have the knowledge by means of which the mind 
applies itself to control the senses. When the senses are con
trolled by the mind, these senses behave like noble horses that 
obey the driver. 

But this is the first step, and if this first step is not taken, 
one remains unmindful and unclean, and one wanders help
lessly in the cycle of phenomena. One does not know why 
there is this world, why the world is what it is and if the 
movement in the world has any goal. The next step is to dis
cover the faculty of Reason and to train it. 

But Reason is only the charioteer; for Reason can, by the 
power of Ideas, map out the roads and the interconnections of 
roads, and can, therefore, drive the chariot in different direc
tions in an orderly fashion. But behind the Reason, there is 
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seated the Soul. The knowledge of the soul, what it is, what it 
can do and how it can be fulfilled, - this knowledge is the 
most precious knowledge.  This is difficult to attain, and the 
Katha U panishad aims at raising questions about the soul. 
When Nachiketas asks a question as to whether 'man is '  or 
'man is not' after death, the answer lies in the fact that the 
soul which is the master of the chariot remains, even when the 
body or the chariot is dissolved. In other words, Nachiketas is 
ultimately told by Yama that what remains after the man is 
dead is his soul, because the soul is immortal. 

But what is the nature of the soul? What is its location? 
How does it function? Why is it located in the chariot as its 
master? 

These questions are answered briefly. First of all, it is said 
that the soul is no larger than the thumb of a man and that it 
is  seated in the midst of the Self. That soul is the knower of 
his past and his future. That soul is today and that soul shall 
be tomorrow. It is that soul, which is the Dwarf that sits in the 
centre. When the body is di s solved then it is that which 
remains. Man lives by breath, but even when the breath ceases, 
the soul lives and does not need to breathe for its being, since 
it is imperishable. 

After death, the soul undertakes a journey; according to the 
actions that were performed during its sojourn in the body, 
the soul enters a womb for a new embodiment and is thus 
reborn in a new body. But if, during the sojourn · in the body, 
there has been a pursuit of the Reality that is immovable, and 
which is the highest imperishable and immortal Reality, then 
the soul after death of the body follows after the Immovable. 

The Immovable is the immortal source of the soul. And 
the soul cannot be known if the I mmovable is not known. 
That Immovable is described by the Katha Upanishad as the 
Unmanifest; but that is an incomplete . statement. The Upan
ishad adds that higher than the U nmanifest is the Purusha, the 
Being, who although Immovable, is  the originator of the 
world and also the indweller of the world. (The word Purusha 
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consists of two original words, pur and vas; pur means the 
dwelling; the world which is originated is conceived as the 
dwelling place; vas means to dwell. Therefore, Purusha means 
one who originates the dwelling in the form of the world and 
dwells in it.) 

The Katha Upanishad does not limit itself to saying that 
only the soul is immortal and that the source of the soul is 
immortal. It goes farther and enumerates all that is immor
tal. It s tates that the great Lord, th.e Purusha, who is the 
omnipresent self, is also immortal. The Jiva that is described as 
the 'Eater of Sweetness' (Madhvadah) , is also immortal. Then 
it adds, 'This is Aditi, the mother of the gods', who is also 
immortal. It states further that He, the Lord is the one in 
whom all the gods are established. Hence, gods too are immor
tal. The U panishad speaks not only of the Lord and of the 
Purusha but also of the Brahman that is immortal. It adds that 
the Purusha is called Brahman, and is also Immortality. (2 .2 .8) . 
It further says that it is in Him that all the worlds are estab
lished. Thus we have a full description of the Reality and it is  
said, 'None goes beyond Him'. 

The Reality is described in the U panishad as the Purusha, 
as the Brahman, as the great lord, and that ultimate Reality is 
immortal. That ultimate Reality in whom all the worlds and all 
the gods are established is also Aditi, who is described as the 
mother of the gods . That Reality is also the Jiva, and it is that 
Jiva who is called the Dwarf who is seated in the midst of our 
being and is no larger than the thumb of a man and who 
knows the past and also the future. 

Yama expounds in this Upanishad the totality and imegrali
ty of the ult imate Reality. This ultimate Reality in all i t s  
aspects, - as  the Purusha, as  the Brahman, as  the Lord, as Aditi 
and as Aditi of whom all the gods are children, and the Jiva 
who is seated in man in the midst of his being as the Dwarf, 
the one who is no larger than the thumb of a man - all this is  
immortal. 

The question of Nachiketas was: this debate over the man 
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who has passed and some say, 'This he is not' and some say 'he 
is' ;  'what is the correct answer?' 

Yama's answer is: 'When man passes away, what always 
remains immortal is the imperishable Reality, who is Purusha, 
Brahman, Ishwara (the Lord) and who is himself the Aditi, the 
mother of the gods, and is also  the Jiva who in man is the 
Dwarf, - all this is imperishable and always remains.' 

Indeed, there are many questions that Nachiketas has not 
asked and therefore we do not find them answered. But some 
questions do arise .  Some other Upanishads answer some of 
those questions and the remaining questions are answered by 
implication or through hints.  I f  there are still further ques
tions, Upanishads counsel that one should find the best teach
ers and seek the answers : 

\3 � tCI a \i'ITIRf 1lTQT q '< 181 ci! l'l':Rf I 1 .  3 . 1 4  
'Arise, awake, find out the great ones and learn o f  them. '  

There is, as  we have indicated above, the best teacher, Sri 
Aurobindo, who has explained the great teachings of the Veda 
and the Upanishads in his voluminous writings, and he has 
opened a new chapter of spiritual victory over Matter in terms 
of Supramemal Manifestation on the earth. We shall, therefore, 
refer to his writings for illuming ourselves in regard to the 
question as to what is the real reality of the human being, and 
whether after the death of the human being anything remains 
alive, and if so, what happens to that which remains alive. 

What Sri Aurobindo has written confirms what is written in 
the Katha Upanishad, but he has also explained all that in 
detail and, on account of his laborious research, the question 
of the human soul and its immortality have been expounded 
and answered in completeness, in the light of new knowledge. 

According to Sri Aurobindo, there �s in the human being 
a psychic entity or the divine individual soul. This soul puts 
forward a formation, which evolves gradually in the human 
complex of the body, life and mind. It is that formation which 
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is called the psychic being. This psychic being is constantly at 
work in order to awaken the body, life and mind, so that by 
that awakening, these instruments (body, life and mind) turn 
to the higher realities and the Supreme Divine, who is the ulti
mate origin of all that is in the universe. The psychic being 
also acts as a guide and a teacher of these instruments, but 
like all good teachers, it does not impose itself on these instru
ments. It acts more through influence, suggestions and coun
sels, which are heard as it were in the deeper recesses of the 
heart. The psychic being inspires body, life and mind to give 
their consent for their awakening and their turning to the 
divine consciousness. This consent, when obtained, is a neces
sary condition for a rapid growth of these instruments. The 
more decisive is the consent, the greater is the efficacy of the 
psychic being. As a result, the psychic being becomes more 
and more powerful, and ultimately it floods its light on the 
ins t ruments and makes these instruments more and more 
trained, more and more perfect and suffused with the psychic 
light. 

This process is, in the beginning quite slow, and therefore, 
the psychic being, lives in the body, life and mind as some
thing not quite fully grown up. That is why the psychic being 
can be described as a Dwarf or as one that is no bigger than · 
the thumb of a man. 

Human life is a process  by which, through varieties of 
experiences, it teaches us that we need to awaken to the pres
ence of the psychic being, who is secretly sitting in the deep 
cave of the heart. That is why, the great teachers of mankind 
have counseled us to look deeper and deeper in the heart and 
enter into a long tunnel at the end of which one can discover 
that deepest psychic being. Once we can reach that psychic 
being, we can get true guidance more and more readily, and we 
can walk on the path of life as on a sunlit path. 

As the process of the discovery of the psychic being is 
long, this process cannot be completed within a short span of 
one life or even several lives, although once the psychic being 
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is discovered, the full manifestation of the psychic being does 
not take long. 

In any case, this process is long; the psychic being has to 
carry on its journey through a number of successive bodies. 
Hence, when the given human body dies, this psychic being 
withdraws from the body and travels through various stages .  
This is because the  death of the body does not mean that 
everything of the human being that was acting and living in 
the body comes to an end. The psychic being is immortal and 
it continues to live, though no more in the body which is now 
dead; it has its own inherent life and is able to conduct a jour
ney. When the psychic being leaves the body on the death of 
the body, it carries three elements with it, namely, the mental 
being, the vital being and the subtle physical being which were 
developed in the body during its life. The departing soul at the 
time of death chooses what it will work out in the next birth 
and determines the character and condition of the new per
sonality. That is why it is said that the psychic being has the 
knowledge of its past births, present birth, and it also knows 
what has to happen to it in the future. The following state
ment of Sri Aurobindo gives a brief outline of what happens 
after the death of the body: 

'It is true that the departing being in the vital body 
lingers for sometime near the body or the scene of life 
very often for as many as eight days . . . .  Even after the 
severance from the body a very earth-bound nature 
or one full of strong physical desires may linger long 
in the earth-atmosphere up to a maximum period 
extended to three years. Afterwards, it passes to the 
vital worlds, proceeding on its journry . . .  ' 

Volume 22, Letters on Yoga I, pp. 436-.3 7 

We may also study the following statement of Sri Auro
bindo: 
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'When the body is dissolved, the vital goes into the 
vital plane and remains there for a time, but after a 

time the vital sheath disappears. The last to dissolve is 
the mental sheath. Finally the soul or psychic being 
retires into the psychic world to rest there till a new 
birth is close. ' 

Ibid., p. 433 

Let us also study another statement -of Sri Aurobindo: 

14.fter leaving the body, the soul, after certain experi
ences in other worlds, throws off its mental and vital 
personalities and goes into rest to assimilate the 
essence of its past and prepare for a new life. It is this 
preparation that determines the circumstances of the 
new birth and guides it in its reconstitution of a new 
personality and the choice of its materials. 
The departed soul retains the memory of its past expe
riences only in their essence, not in their form of 
detail. It is only if the soul brings back some past per
sonality or personalities as part of its present manifes
tation that it is likely to remember the details of the 
past life. Otherwise, it is only by Yogadrishti that the 
memory comes. ' 

Ibid., p. 434 

We may also refer to some more statements from Sri 
Aurobindo: 

54.t the time of death the being goes out of the body 
through the head; it goes out in the subtle body and 
goes to different planes of existence for a short time 
until it has gone through certain experiences which 
are the result of its earthly existence. Afterwards it 
reaches the psychic world where it rests in a kind of 
sleep, until it is time for it to start a new life on earth. 
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That is what happens usually - but there are some 
beings who are more developed and do not follow 
this course. ' 

Ibid., p. 435 

'The movement of the psychic being dropping the 
outer sheaths on its way to the psychic plane is the 
normal movement. But there can be any number of 
variations; one can return from the vital plane and 
there are many cases of an almost immediate birth, 
sometimes even attended with a complete memory of 
the events of the past life. 
There is no rule of complete forgetfulness in the 
return of the soul to rebirth. There are, especially in 
childhood, many impressions of the past life which 
can be strong and vivid enough, but the materializing 
education and influence of the environments prevent 
their true nature from being recognized. There are 
even a great number of people who have definite rec
ollections of a past life. But these things are discour
aged by education and the atmosphere and cannot 
remain or develop; in most cases they are stifled out 
of existence. At the same time it must be noted that 
what the psychic being carries away with it and 
brings back is ordinarily the essence of the experiences 
it had in former lives, and not the details so that you 
cannot expect the same memory as one has of the pres
ent existence. 
A soul can go straight to the psychic world but it 
depends on the state of consciousness at the time of 
departure. If the psychic is in front at the time, the 
immediate transition is quite possible . . . On the whole, 
it may be said that there is no one rigid rule for these 
things, manifold variations are possible depending 
upon the consciousness, its energies, tendencies and 
formations, although there is a general framework 
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and design into which all fit and take their place. ' 
Ibid., pp. 437-38 

It is important to note that when our knowledge expands, 
we come to know that the material world that we normally see 
and experience is not the only world in the universe. The uni
verse has many planes of existence, and it has many worlds in 
it; the material universe is only the lowest plane in the total 
scheme of the universe. According to the knowledge that was 
developed in the Vedas and the Upanishads, and which has 
been confirmed from age to age, and which Sri Aurobindo also 
confirms is that above the phys ical world, there is a Vital 
world, above that is a world of the Mind, and then there are 
several planes between the Mind world and the world of the 
Supermind; these are worlds of Higher Mind, Illumined Mind, 
Intuitive Mind and Overmind. On the top level, there are 
worlds of the Supermind, of Bliss ,  of Consciousness and of 
Existence. In the various descriptions of the universe, there are 
slight variations, but on the whole the most prominent descrip
tion of the universe is that it is seven-fold. The Veda, therefore, 
speaks of Bhur (Earth plane) , Bhuvar (world · of Life) , Swar 
(world of Illumined Mind) , Mahas (world of Supermind) , 
Janah (world of Delight) , Tapas (world of Consciousness
Force) and Satyam (world of Pure Existence) . 

These worlds are connected among themselves, each one 
having its own influence and pressure. A special feature of the 
earth plane is that it is evolutionary in character, while other 
worlds are typal and non-evolutionary. It is on the earth that 
we find the evolution of Life in Matter, of Mind in Life and we 
see in our present earth-situation that Mind is also evolving. In 
the process of evolution, we find certain laws. According to 
one theory of evolution, which was developed by Darwin, the 
Law of evolution consists of struggle for existence and survival 
of the fittest. There are, indeed, debates on this theory. But 
there is also a spiritual theory of evolution that we find in the 
writings of Sri Aurobindo. He agrees with the scientific theory 
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that the evolutionary history of the earth has witnessed the 
evolution of Life in Matter, Mind in Life, but the mechanism of 
the evolution is, according to Sri Aurobindo, not identical with 
what the Darwinian theory wants us to believe. According to 
him, the Law of evolution has three processes. There is, first, 
the multiplication of forms of Matter; when these forms 
become numerous and complex, the evolutionary force work
ing in Matter, brings out Life from the depths of Matter, in 
which it is already latent. This process of Ascent from Matter 
to Life is aided by the forces, which come down from the world 
of Life. In other words, it is by the junction of Life struggling 
to burst out of Matter and the forces of Life coming down 
from the typal world of Life that eventually Life could be 
established in Matter. But after Life is established in the form 
of minute organisms, it turns its gaze downwards towards Mat
ter and produces and assumes more complex material forms. A 
few of these assimilated in the Law of Life and gradually the 
material bodies in which Life functions tend to grow more and 
more responsive to the forces of Life. This process is called the 
process of integration. When this process of integration devel
ops further, there is once again multiplication of forms of 
organisms; these forms become more and more complex. This 
complexity is aided constantly by the forces descending from 
the world of Life and there is a gradual development of new 
organs, new structures and new modes of functioning. This is 
the reason why there are countless species and countless forms 
of bodies in which Life has been struggling to establish itself 
securely in Matter. There is, in fact, a great struggle between 
Life and Matter, and although Life has emerged and Life has 
developed many forms, we see that no organism has yet been 
able to secure itself or establish itself so fully in Matter that it 
can continue to live in Matter without end. There is, thus, the 
Law of Death; and this Death operates because in the struggle 
between Life and Matter, Matter continues to impose itself and 
Matter becomes victorious over Life. This victory of Matter 
over Life is victory of the Law of Death. 
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Next, Mind evolves in Life, it is because of the pressure of 
the Mind, which was already involved in Life, and it was aided 
by the pressure of the Mind acting from the typal world of 
Mind [The worlds of Life, of Mind and other worlds which 
are above our earthly plane are, as s tated earlier, called typal 
because each of these worlds is non-evolutionary. Only our 
earth plane is evolutionary.] . When the Mind evolves, a new 
power begins to act, because Mind has the capacity to plan and 
design; it can foresee the results with !Orne kind of probabili
ty; it can therefore change the plan to bring about better prob
able consequences .  This capacity is of tremendous s ignifi
cance. When the human mind develops,  it can develop sci
ences and technologies .  Mind can s ee the outer world, it can 
also see the inner world; it can come to know by special meth
ods other worlds and can even design and plan how the pow
ers of other worlds can be known and even brought down on 
the earth. 

In India as elsewhere, many advanced minds have tried to 
develop not only the sciences of the outer world but also the 
sciences of the inner world; they also developed the science of 
living and technology of living. The technology of the highest, 
truest and noblest living came to be called in India, Yoga. 1 

Fortunately, the records of the knowledge of the s cience 
and technology of Yogic living have been kept intact and alive. 
The most precious records are those  of the Vedas and the 
Upanishads. When we read these records, we find stories such 
as those of Nachiketas, where there are debates and exchanges 
in regard to the development of the knowledge of what is life, 
what is death, why are there processes of birth and death and 
why a human being is obliged to be born as a baby and grow 
up and achieve many victories and yet, why he is obliged to 
die. This was the central question that N achiketas had asked, 
'What is death, what happens after death, and is there any 
Reality which is immortal? '  

1 .  Refer t o  footnote p. 34. 
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Having given this background, we can see the importance 
of the question that we have been discussing here. We have 
seen that according to the knowledge that is available in Yoga, 
there is in man a psychic entity or the soul, which is immortal 
and remains alive even after the death of the body. We have 
seen that when the soul leaves on the death of the body, it 
travels to the world of Life and then travels to the world of 
Mind. Thereafter it travels to the world of Souls, the psychic 
worlds. According to Sri Aurobindo, the soul rests in the psy
chic world and during this period of rest it assimilates the 
experiences that it has gained while it was in its previous body. 
The mission of the soul i s  to gradually influence more and 
more powerfully the powers of the mind, life and body and to 
turn them to receive the higher and highest light from above 
and transform them so that they may act in the physical 
world with the light and power of the highest consciousness .  
We have seen that this i s  a very long work, and the mission 
of that work cannot be fulfilled within a short span of one life. 
It is for this reason that there is in the world the machinery of 
rebirth. Rebirth becomes inevitable because the soul's work 
continues to become more and more victorious in its mission, 
and in every new body, the soul attempts to create a more and 
more powerful nucleus of its light from where its rays of light 
can spread over the mind, life and body. That nucleus of light 
is called the psychic being. The psychic being is the growing 
nucleus created by the psychic entity out of its own light and 
power so  that through the instrumentality of the psychic 
being the mind, l ife and body can become more and more 
transformed. 

When Yama explains to N achiketas that there is a being in 
us, which is seated in the center of one's self and which is no 
bigger than the thumb, he refers to the psychic being, Hence, 
the first important thing for the individual to do is to get 
in touch with the psychic being. But this cannot be done if 
one remains turned outwards. That is why Yama points out 
that one should turn inward. It is by turning inward more and 
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more that one can discover the psychic being. Yama further 
points out that this turning inward would not be easy, if one 
does not distinguish between what is pleasant and what is 
good. Yama also adds that if one s eeks pleasure, one will 
remain constantly in the world of blindness. It is by choosing 
the good that one becomes able to walk on the path of the dis
covery of the psychic being. 

It is often asked as to why seeking of pleasure leads one to 
the world of blindness .  The answer is that pleasures keep one 
fixed on the outer senses, and one remains more and more 
outward, whereas the guiding light of the psychic being is 
available only when one turns inward. But the question is -
how does one know what is good? One simple answer is that 
any action or any thought which makes one serious and sin
cere and leads one to think deeply by going inward, and any 
action or thought which makes one serious and sincere to live 
more and more within one's self  and to control the outer 
actions and thoughts ,  is a good action and a good thought. 
But this is  a simple answer. At a deeper level, the good is 
found to be an expression of states of consciousness ,  which 
are very wide, very quiet, very stable and very compassionate. 
These s tates of consciousness are conducive to the contact 
with the psychic being. Hence, the more one controls one's 
desires for pleasures, the wider becomes his consciousness and 
the nearer he reaches the psychic being. 

Yama also explains that apart from the psychic being, 
there is a greater Reality of which the psychic being is a dele
gate. That greater Reality needs to be known, s ince the knowl
edge of that Reality is a terminal point of the work of the psy
chic being on the earth, although even after knowing that 
Reality, a very different task still remains to be done. That task 
is to create conditions in the Mind, Life and Body by means of 
which that Reality can manifest fully on this earth. I f, there
fore, it is asked as to why we are here on the earth, we shall see 
that it is, firstly, to discover and realize that greater Reality, 
which is called in the U panishad, the Brahman, and secondly, 
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to manifest  that Reality in physical life in fullness .  Since this 
task is a long one, we require to be ready for a long journey 
and work out patiently these two tasks as quickly as possible 
and also as perfectly as possible. 

The Katha U panishad, like all the other Upanishads, is cen
tred on Brahma-Vidya, the knowledge of Brahman. The great
ness of the Upanishads lies in the fact that they give us a full 
description of  the ess ence and nature of Brahman. That 
knowledge remains perennial, since the essence and nature of 
Brahman is immortal and does not change. That is why the 
knowledge given in the Upanishads,  al though i t  i s  very 
ancient, has remained true, and even now it is true. The truth 
of that knowledge can be verified by following the methods 
that the Upanishads have given. That is why the Upanishads 
are not dogmatic. What the Upanishads had realized about the 
nature of Brahman has been verified again and again, and Sri 
Aurobindo in his writings has confirmed, that in his own 
experiences he has discovered the essence and nature of the 
Brahman, as described in the Upanishads. In fact, the knowl
edge of the Upanishads is itself a verification and restatement 
of the knowledge of the Brahman that we find in the Vedas. 
Hence, the knowledge of the Brahman given in the Upan
ishads is also called Vedic Knowledge.  According to that 
knowledge, Brahman is immortal; therefore, when N achiketas 
questions as to what remains after the death of a man, Yama 
replies that not only the soul is immortal but that the soul 
itself is imperishably connected with the Brahman, who is the 
source of immortality. Hence, the knowledge of Brahman is 
indispensable. Not only that but the knowledge of the Brah
man brings about an identity with the Brahman, and therefore, 
one attains to the immortality of the Brahman. 

Let us, therefore, read once again what Yama says about 
the Brahman. First of all, the Brahman is described as Atman 
or the Self, since the Self is the essence, which is imperishable. 
Yama says to N achiketas that the Self is not to be won by elo
quent teaching, or by brainpower, or by much learning. None 
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who has not ceased from doing evil, or whose mind has not 
been tranquillized can attain to Him or to that Self. Moreover, 
one needs to develop wisdom to attain to Him. One who pur
sues knowledge and one who becomes constantly mindful and 
keeps himself pure always, reaches the goal of the knowledge 
of the Brahman. 

The Brahman is the highest .  The Katha Upanishad 
describes that highest as follows: 

'The objects of sense are higher than the senses; the 
Mind is higher than the object of sense; the Super
mind is higher than the Mind; the Great Self is higher 
than the Supermind; the Unmanifest is greater than 
the Great Self; the Purusha is greater than the 
Unmanifest. None is higher than the Purusha. He is 
the culmination, He is the highest goal of the journey. ' 

(See verses 1 0  & 1 1 , Chapter I I I, l st Cycle, 
Katha U panishad.) 

The Supreme Reality is defined here as Purusha; it will be 
seen that the word Brahman is not used in the above verse. This 
is because the word Brahman and the word Purusha are often 
used interchangeably and they are also used with specific con
notations. If we want to understand the specific connotation of 
the words Brahman and Purusha, it can be said that Brahman 
stands for the essence; it also stands for the essence that 
expands and is, therefore, present everywhere; it also stands for 
what is understood to be the meaning of Self, because Self 
means that which is most essential. For that reason, the word 
Brahman (essence that expands) is also equated with Atman 
(Self) . Purusha, on the other hand, stands for Being. There is a 
distinction between essence and being. Essence is that which is 
what remains whether it manifests or does not manifest. It is 
true that what manifests can be none other than the essence, 
and what is spread in the manifestation is also essence. But the 
concept of Purusha brings in a more complex idea; Being is one, 
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who is essence but who also determines whether to remain 
unmanifest or manifest. Hence, the word Purusha means the 
being who determines or who originates the manifestation. The 
word Purusha has also a further connotation; he is not only the 
being who determines whether to manifest or not to manifest, 
not only the originator of manifestation but who also relates 
himself with what is manifested and dwells in manifestation. 
(As explained earlier, the word Purusha consists of two words 

- pur and vas, -pur stands for the field or the town or the body 
or  the universe ,  which is manifes ted,  and vas s tands for 
dwelling, to dwell, to live.) 

We may also add that the Supreme Reality is often 
described as Ishwara. Again, the words Brahman, Purusha and 
Ishwara can be used interchangeably, but the specific meaning 
of Ishwara is one who is the Lord of all that is manifested. As 
the Lord, the relationship with the manifestation is not the 
same as the Purusha has with the manifestation. The relation
ship between Purusha and the power of manifestation (Prakri
ti) is that of eternal companionship, such that Purusha con
sents to Prakriti and Prakriti consents to Purusha, depending 
upon the nature of the play that they want to play with each 
other. The relationship between Ishwara and manifestation is 
not that of companionship, but that of a relationship in which 
Ishwara always acts as the Lord of the manifes tation, who 
controls manife s tation, who commands manifes tation and 
overrides with his Will so that that Will prevails .  

These three words describe the Supreme Reality in its total
ity in which these three aspects are three poises, and there is 
s till a higher poise, which is attained when all the three poises 
are transcended. That transcendental is, in a sense, indescrib
able, but if it is to be described, it is described as a Parabrah
man or Purushottama or Parameshwara. 

According t o  the Kat ha U p ani.s had,  when the  word 
Purusha is used as the one who is highest, it should be under
s tood that the Purusha that is the highest is the Purushottama. 
It is the knowledge of the highest Purushottama that one 
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should aim at. It is that Purusha, in its highest poise that is the 
real immortal one, and it is because that Purushottama has all 
the three poises of Brahman, Ishwara and Purusha, the realiza
tion of the Brahman or Ishwara or Purusha is also the realiza
tion of immortality. But apart from the highest Purushottama, 
and his three poises, there is also the power of Purushottama, 
which is the power of manifestation. That power of manifesta
tion is known in the Vedas as Aditi and Katha Upanishad also 
uses the same name and points out that that Aditi  is also 
immortal. Further, the Katha Upanishad also points out that 
there is Jiva, who is the eater of sweetness, and that Jiva is 
manifested in the Aditi, who is herself the ocean of sweetness. 
That is why Jiva is described as the eater of sweetness. That 
Jiva also is immortal. The Katha U panishad also speaks of a 
being who is no bigger than the thumb (soul or psychic being) 
and as Sri Aurobindo points out, that being (that is no bigger 
than the thumb) is a delegate of the Jiva or of the Individual 
Self. According to the Katha U panishad, that, who is no big
ger than the thumb, is also immortal, and it is the one who 
travels as an individual traveler, who enters into the human 
body at birth and departs from the body on death. According 
to Sri Aurobindo, the individual soul, after the death of the 
body, travels along with its subtle physical, vital and mental 
sheaths into different worlds which are other than the world 
of physical existence; after this intermediary travel, having 
shed the subtle physical sheath in the subtle physical world, 
vital sheath in the vital world, and mental sheath in the mental 
world and rest in its own world, which Sri Aurobindo calls the 
Psychic world, it gets reborn into a new physical body, nor
mally after about three years sojourn in the Psychic world. 
This rraveler is immortal, and it is this traveler who is obliged 
to come back again and again into the human body. As Sri 
Aurobindo points out, it is so because it has an intention, the 
fulfillment of which can take a very long time, and therefore, 
until that intention is fulfilled, it comes again and again into 
the human body, and during each birth, it works out a part of 
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the work which is to be fulfilled over repeated rebirths. 
The question is, - What is the intention of the soul on the 

earth, which it intends to fulfill? 
This question is extremely difficult to answer. A part of 

the answer is that the soul that enters into the human body 
has to  be  awakened to the reality of the Purushottama. 
Hence, the soul constantly works on the consciousness of the 
body, life and mind to make this consciousness more and 
more aware of the Purushottama. When that awareness is 
attained in the body, life and mind, the soul is said to have 
attained the state of immortality. Indeed, this is a very diffi
cult task, and one mark of that realization of immortality is 
that one becomes superior to the body, life and mind perma
nently, and the soul is no more obliged to become bound to 
the body, life and mind. Hence, that state is also called the 
state of liberation or Moksha. 

Sri Aurobindo goes further and points out that attainment 
of liberation is only the first step of the fulfillment of the pur
pose for which the soul comes down into the body, life and 
mind. Hence, a further task remains still to be accomplished. 
A part of this task is to develop body, life and mind to such a 
point of perfection that they too become divinised, and one 
could describe the divinised body, life and mind as the divine 
temple, that lives physically on the earth and manifests fully 
the divine consciousness in each and every movement of body, 
life and mind. This aspect of the work of the soul is not 
described in the Katha U panishad. But what is left unsaid in 
the Upanishad remains to be accomplished and it is here that a 
new knowledge and a new method of application of that 
knowledge had to be discovered. 

Sri Aurobindo made a fresh effort of yogic research and 
found out that in order to fulfill the soul's task on earth, it is 
not enough to secure the realization of .the immortality of the 
soul and of the Jiva, but also to realize the immortality and 
power of manifestation of Aditi (which Sri Aurobindo also 
calls Supermind) , which also has to be known in fullness. Sri 
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Aurobindo goes even further, and points out that the power of 
Aditi or Supermind has to be brought down by its descent, so 
that the Supramental power can inundate the mind, life and 
body. It is only when the Supermind has fully inundated that 
the divine temple can be built on the earth. When that state is 
achieved, not only the mind and life but even the body is fully 
supramentalised, and the body can also develop a new structure 
that can manifest  Supermind fully. In that state, the mind 
becomes immortal, life becomes imm't)rtal and even the body 
becomes immortal. This triple immortality of the mind, life 
and body is the sign that the Purushottama and Aditi have 
become fully manifest on the earth. Indeed, humanity has not 
yet reached that point, where this ideal can be said to have been 
accomplished. In the meantime, most of us have still to attain 
to the first half of the work, which is described in the Katha 
Upanishad, namely, the task of the realization of the immortal
ity of the Purushottama and of Aditi. Some, who are very 
advanced, can move forward towards the remaining half of the 
work; only a few have the capacity of working towards the 
completion of the task. According to Sri Aurobindo, it may 
take a few centuries before one can attain to the triple immor
tality of the mind, life and body. The body's immortality will 
be the last achievement, and it is towards that achievement that 
we have to prepare ourselves increasingly and, with the con
stant help of Aditi, work out the attainment of full supramen
tal manifestation on the earth. (See Appendices I, II and III .)  

It may be added that immortality of the body when it is 
achieved, will not mean the obligation or the necessity of the 
soul to remain in the same body, but it will be free from the 
necessity or obligation to enter the state of death. The supra
mental being will have the freedom to choose to leave the 
body whenever it so wills. That capacity to leave the body at 
will is, truly speaking, what can be called icchamrityu . It means 
that death is not a necessity; at present death has not been 
conquered by humanity, even though there  have been  
instances when some advanced yogis have been able to  post-
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pone the moment of death; but the body itself has not yet 
achieved that level of conquest where it can be said that the 
law of death itself has been eliminated from our present state 
of physical existence. 

We have thus covered, not only the teaching of Katha 
U panishad, but in the light of Sri Aurobindo, also brought out 
what can be called the complete knowledge, not only of  
immortality of  the Supreme Reality but also the immortality 
of the instruments of the Spirit on the earth. It is true that one 
has to make a very large study of the methods by which the 
conquest of death in the human body can be realised. But for 
that, the minimum that we can recommend is to study Sri 
Aurobindo's book: Supramental Manifestation Upon Earth. 
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APPENDIX I 

SRI AUROBINDO 

on 
The Intention of the Soul in-its Embodiment 

in the Ignorance of Body, Life and Mind 

T
hat purpose for which all this exclusive concentration 
we call the Ignorance is necessary, is to trace the cycle of 
self-oblivion and self-discovery for the joy of which the 

Ignorance is assumed in Nature by the secret spirit. It is not 
that all cosmic manifestation would otherwise become impos
sible; but it would be a quite different manifestation from the 
one in which we live; it  would be confined to the higher 
worlds of the divine Existence or to a typal non-evolving cos
mos where each being lived in the whole light of its own law 
of nature, and this obverse manifestation, this evolving cycle, 
would be impossible. What is here the goal would be then the 
eternal condition; what is here a stage would be the perpetuat
ed type of existence. It is to find himself in the apparent oppo
sites of his being and his nature that Sachchidananda descends 
into the material Nescience and puts on its phenomenal igno
rance as a superficial mask in which he hides himself from his 
own conscious energy, leaving it self-forgetful and absorbed in 
its works and forms. It is in those forms that the slowly awak
ing soul has to accept the phenomenal action of an ignorance 
which is really knowledge awaking progressively out of the 
original nescience, and it is in the new conditions created by 
these workings that it has to rediscover itself and divinely 
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transform by that light the life which is thus labouring to fulfil 
the purpose of its  descent into the Inconscience. Not to 
return as  speedily as may be to heavens where perfect light 
and joy are eternal or to the supracosmic bliss is the object of 
this cosmic cycle, nor merely to repeat a purposeless round in 
a long unsatisfactory groove of ignorance seeking for knowl
edge and never finding it perfectly, - in that case the ignorance 
would be either an inexplicable blunder of the All-conscient 
or a painful and purposeless Necessity equally inexplicable, -
but to realise the Ananda of the Self in other conditions than 
the supracosmic, in cosmic being, and to find its heaven of joy 
and light even in the oppositions offered by the terms of an 
embodied material existence, by struggle therefore towards 
the joy of self-discovery, would seem to be the true object of 
the birth of the soul in the human body and of the labour of 
the human race in the series of its cycles. The Ignorance is a 
necessary, though quite subordinate term which the universal 
Knowledge has imposed on itself that that movement might 
be  poss ible ,  - not a blunder and a fall ,  but a purpos eful 
descent, not a curse, but a divine opportunity. To find and 
embody the All-Delight in an intense summary of its mani
foldness, to achieve a possibility of the infinite Existence 
which could not be achieved in other conditions, to create out 
of Matter a temple of the Divinity would seem to be the task 
imposed on the spirit born into the material universe. 
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APPENDIX II 

SRI AUROBINDO 

on 
Rebirth, Memory of Past Births, 

Immortality of the Soul, Essential Immortality 
and Triple Immortality 

I
t becomes at once evident that in this plan of rebirth the 
false importance which our mind attaches to the memory 
of past lives disappears altogether. If indeed rebirth were 

governed by a system of rewards and punishments, if life's 
whole intention were to teach the embodied spirit to be good 
and moral, - supposing that that is the intention in the dispen
sation of Karma and it is not what it looks like in this presen
tation of it, a mechanical law of recompense and retribution 
without any reformatory meaning or purpose, - then there is 
evidently a great stupidity and injustice in denying to the 
mind in its new incarnation all memory of its past births and 
actions . For it deprives the reborn being of  all chance to  
realise why he is rewarded or  punished or  to  get any advantage 
from the lesson of the profitableness of virtue and the unprof
itableness of sin vouchsafed to him or inflicted on him. Even, 
since life seems often to teach the opposite lesson, - for he 
sees the good suffer for their goodness and the wicked pros
per by their wickedness, - he is rather likely to conclude in 
this perverse sense, because he has not the memory of an 
assured and constant result of experience which would show 
him that the suffering of the good man was due to his past 
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wickedness and the prosperity of the sinner due to the splen
dour of his past virtues, so that virtue is the best policy in the 
long run for any reasonable and prudent soul  entering into 
this dispensation of Nature. I t  might be said that the psychic 
being within remembers; but such a secret memory would 
seem to have little effect or value on the surface. Or it may be 
said that it realises what has happened and learns its lesson 
when it reviews and assimilates its experiences after is suing 
from the body: but this intermittent memory does not very 
apparently help in the next birth; for most of us persist in sin 
and error and show no tangible signs of having profited by the 
teaching of our past experience. 

But if a constant development of being by a developing 
cosmic experience is the meaning and the building of a new 
personality in a new birth is the method, then any persistent 
or complete memory of the past life or lives might be a chain 
and a serious obstacle: it would be a force for prolonging the 
old temperament, character, preoccupations, and a tremen
dous burden hampering the free development of the new per
sonality and its formulation of new experience. A clear and 
detailed memory of past lives, hatreds, rancours, attachments, 
connections would be equally a stupendous inconvenience; for 
it would bind the reborn being to a useless repetition or a 
compulsory continuation of his surface past and stand heavily 
in the way of his bringing out new possibilities from the 
depths of the spirit .  If, indeed, a mental learning of things 
were the heart of the matter, if that were the process of our 
development, memory would have a great importance: but 
what happens is a growth of the soul-personality and a growth 
of the nature by an assimilation into our substance of being, a 
creative and effective absorption of the essential results of past 
energies; in this process conscious memory is of no impor
tance. As the tree grows by a subcon.sciem or inconscient 
assimilation of action of sun and rain and wind and absorption 
of earth-elements, so the being grows by a subliminal or intra
conscient assimilation and absorption of its results of past 
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becoming and an output of potentialities of future becoming. 
The law that deprives us of the memory of past lives is a law of 
the cosmic Wisdom and serves, not disserves its evolutionary 
purpose. 

The absence of any memory of past existences is wrongly 
and very ignorantly taken as a disproof of the actuality of 
rebirth; for if  even in this life it is difficult to keep all the 
memories of our past, if they often fade into the background 
or fade out altogether, if no recollection remains of our infan
cy, and yet with all this hiatus of memory we can grow and be, 
if the mind is even capable of total loss of memory of past 
events and its own identity and yet it is the same being who is 
there and the lost memory can one day be recovered, it is evi
dent that so radical a change as a transition to other worlds 
followed by new birth in a new body ought normally to oblit
erate altogether the surface or mental memory, and yet that 
would not annul the identity of the soul or the growth of the 
nature. This obliteration of the surface mental memory is all 
the more certain and quite inevitable if there is a new person
ality of the same being and a new instrumentation which takes 
the place of the old, a new mind, a new life, a new body: the 
new brain cannot be expected to carry in itself the images held 
by the old brain; the new life or mind cannot be summoned to 
keep the deleted impressions of the old mind and life that have 
been dissolved and exist no more. There is, no doubt, the sub
liminal being which may remember, since it does not suffer 
from the disabilities of the surface; but the surface mind is cut 
off from the subliminal memory which alone might retain 
some clear recollection or distinct impression of past lives .  
This separation is  necessary because the new personality has 
to be built up on the surface without conscious reference to 
what is within; as with all the rest of the superficial being, so 
our surface personality too is indeed formed by an action 
from within, but of that action it is not conscious, it seems to 
itself to be self-formed or ready-made or formed by some ill
understood action of universal Nature. And yet fragmentary 
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recollections of past births do sometimes remain in spite of 
these almost insuperable obstacles; there are even a very few 
cases of astonishingly exact and full memory in the child
mind. Finally, at a certain stage of development of the being 
when the inner begins to predominate over the outer and 
come to the front, past-life memory does sometimes begin to 
emerge as if from some submerged layer, but more readily in 
the shape of a perception of the stuff and power of past per
sonalities that are effective in the composition of the being in 
the present life than in any precise and accurate detaii of event 
and circumstance, although this too can recur in parts or be 
recovered by concentration from the subliminal vision, from 
some secret memory or from our inner conscious-substance. 
But this detailed memory is of minor importance to Nature in 
her normal work and she makes small or no provision for it: it 
is the shaping of the future evolution of the being with which 
she is concerned; the past is put back, kept behind the veil and 
used only as an occult source of materials for the present and 
the future. 

This conception of the Person and Personality, if accepted, 
must modify at the same time our current ideas about the 
immortality of the soul; for, normally, when we insist on the 
soul's undying existence, what is meant is the survival after 
death of a definite unchanging personality which was and will 
alwar.s remain the same throughout eternity. It is the very 
imperfect superficial "I" of the moment, evidently regarded by 
Nature as a temporary form and not worth preservation, for 
which we demand this s tupendous right to survival and 
immortality. But the demand is extravagant and cannot be 
conceded; the "I" of the moment can only merit survival if it 
consents to change, to be no longer itself but something else, 
greater, better, more luminous in knowledge, more moulded in 
the image of the eternal inner beauty, more and more progres
s ive towards the divinity of the secret Spirit. It is that secret 
Spirit or divinity of Self in us, which is imperishable, because it 
is unborn and eternal. The psychic entity within, its represen-
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tative, the spiritual individual in us, is the Person that we are; 
but the "I" of this moment, the "I" of this life is only a forma
tion, a temporary personality of this inner Person: it is one 
step of the many s teps of our evolutionary change, and it  
serves its true purpose only when we pass beyond it to a far
ther step leading nearer to a higher degree of consciousness 
and being. It is the inner Person that survives death, even as it 
pre-exists before birth; for this constant survival is a rendering 
of the eternity of our timeless Spirit into the terms of Time. 

What our normal demand of survival asks for is a similar 
survival for our mind, our life, even our body; the dogma of 
the resurrection of the body attests to this last demand, - even 
as it has been the root of the age-long effort of man to discover 
the elixir of immortality or any means magical, alchemic or sci
entific to conquer physically the death of the body. But this 
aspiration could only succeed if the mind, life or body could 
put on something of the immortality and divinity of the 
indwelling Spirit. There are certain circumstances in which the 
survival of the outer mental personality representative of the 
inner mental Purusha could be possible. It could happen if our 
mental being came to be so powerfully individualised on the 
surface and so much one with the inner mind and inner mental 
Purusha and at the same time so open plastically to the pro
gressive action of the Infinite that the soul no longer needed to 
dissolve the old form of mind and create a new one in order to 
progress. A similar individualisation, integration and openness 
of the vital being on the surface would alone make possible a 
similar survival of the life-part in us, the outer vital personality 
representative of the inner life-being, the vital Purusha. What 
would really happen then is that the wall between the inner self 
and the outer man would have broken down and the perma
nent mental and vital being from within, the mental and vital 
representatives of the immortal psychic entity, would govern 
the life. Our mind-nature and our life-nature would then be a 
continuous progressive expression of the soul and not a nexus 
of successive formations preserved only in their essence. Our 
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mental personality and life-personality would then subsist 
without dissolution from birth to birth; they would be in this 
s ense immortal, persistently surviving, continuous in their 
sense of identity. This would be evidently an immense victory 
of soul and mind and life over the Inconscience and the limita
tions of material Nature. 

But such a survival could only persist in the subtle body; 
the being would still have to discard its physical form, pass to 
other worlds and in its return put on a new body. The awak
ened mental Purusha and vital Purusha, preserving the mind
sheath and the life-sheath of the subtle body which are usually 
discarded, would return with them into a new birth and keep a 
vivid and sustained sense of a permanent being of mind and 
life constituted by the past and continuing into the present 
and future; but the basis of physical existence, the material 
body, could not be preserved even by this change. The physi
cal being could only endure, if by some means its physical 
causes of decay and disruption could be overcome and at the 
same time it could be made so plastic and progressive in its 
structure and its functioning that it would answer to each 
change demanded of it by the progress of the inner Person;1 it 
must be able to keep pace with the soul in its formation of 
self-expressive personality, its long unfolding of a s ecret spiri
tual divinity and the slow transformation of the mental into 
the divine mental or spiritual existence. This consummation of 
a triple immortality, - immortality of the nature completing 
the essential immortality of the Spirit and the psychic survival 
of death, - might be the crown of rebirth and a momentous 
indication of the conquest of the material Inconscience and 

1 .  Even if Science, - physical Science or occult Science, - were to discover 
the necessary conditions or means for an indefinite survival of the body, 
still, if the body could not adapt itself so as to become a fit instrument of 
expression for the inner growth, the soul would find some way to abandon 
it and pass on to a new incarnation. The material or physical causes of 
death are not its sole or its true cause; its true inmost reason is the spiritu
al necessity for the evolution of a new being. 
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Ignorance even in the very foundation of the reign of Matter. 
But the true immortality would still be the eternity of the 
Spirit; the physical survival could only be relative, terminable 
at will, a temporal sign of the Spirit's victory here over Death 
and Matter. 

- Sri Aurobindo, The Life Divine, Volume 1 9, pp. 8 1 8-23 ,  
(published by Sri Aurobindo Birth Centenary Library, 

SABCL, 1970) 
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SRI AUROBINDO 

on 
The Riddle of this World 

I
t is not to be denied, no spiritual experience will deny that 
this is an unideal and unsatisfactory world, strongly 
marked with the stamp of inadequacy, suffering, evil. 

Indeed this perception is in a way the starting-point of the 
spiritual urge - except for the few to whom the greater experi
ence comes spontaneously without being forced to it by the 
strong or overwhelming, the afflicting and detaching sense 
of the Shadow overhanging the whole range of this manifested 
exis tence .  But s ti l l  the quest ion remains whether this i s  
indeed, a s  i s  contended, the essential character of  all manifes
tation or so long at least as there is a physical world it must be 
of this nature, so that the desire of birth, the will to manifest 
or create has to be regarded as the original sin and withdrawal 
from birth or manifestation as the sole possible way of salva
tion. For those who perceive it so or with some kindred look -
and these have been the majority - there are well-known ways 
of issue, a straight-cut to spiritual deliverance. But equally it 
may not be so but only seem so to our ignorance or to a par
tial knowledge - the imperfection, the evil, the suffering may 
be a besetting circumstance or a dolorous passage, but not the 
very condition of manifestation, not the very essence of birth 
in Nature. And if so, the highest wisdom will lie not in escape, 
but in the urge towards a victory here, in a consenting associa
tion with the Will behind the world, in a discovery of the spir-
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itual gate to perfection which will be at the same time an 
opening for the entire descent of the Divine Light, Knowl
edge, Power, Beatitude. 

All spiritual experience affirms that there is a Permanent 
above the transience of this manifested world we live in and 
this limited consciousness in whose narrow borders we grope 
and struggle and that its characters are infinity, self-existence, 
freedom, absolute Light, absolute Beatitude. Is there then an 
unbridgeable gulf between that which is beyond and that 
which is here or are they two perpetual opposites and only by 
leaving this adventure in Time behind, by overleaping the gulf 
can men reach the Eternal? That is what seems to be at the 
end of one line of experience which has been followed to its 
rigorous conclusion by Buddhism and a little less rigorously 
by a certain type of Monistic spirituality which admits some 
connection of the world with the Divine, but still opposes 
them in the last resort to each other as truth and illusion. But 
there is also this other and indubitable experience that the 
Divine is here in everything as well as above and behind every
thing, that all is in That and is That when we go back from its 
appearance to its Reality. It is a significant and illumining fact 
that the Knower of Brahman even moving and acting in this 
world, even bearing all its shocks, can live in some absolute 
peace, light and beatitude of the Divine. There is then here 
something other than that mere trenchant opposition - there 
is a mystery, a problem which one would think must admit of 
some less desperate solution. This spiritual possibility points 
beyond itself and brings a ray of hope into the darkness of our 
fallen existence. 

And at once a first ques tion ari ses  - is thi s  world an 
unchanging succession of the same phenomena always or is 
there in it an evolutionary urge, an evolutionary fact, a ladder 
of ascension somewhere from an original apparent Incon
science to a more and more developed consciousness, from 
each development still ascending, emerging on highest heights 
not yet within our normal reach? If so, what is the sense, the 
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fundamental principle, the logical issue of that progression? 
Everything seems to point to such a progression as a fact - to 
a spiritual and not merely a physical evolution. Here too there 
is a justifying line of spiritual experience in which we discover 
that the Inconscient from which all starts is apparent only, for 
in it there is an involved Consciousness with endless possibili
ties,  a consciousness  not limited but cosmic and infinite, a 
concealed and self-imprisoned Divine, imprisoned in Matter 
but with every potentiality held in its secret depths . Out of 
this apparent Inconscience each potentiality is revealed in its 
turn, first organised Matter concealing the indwelling Spirit, 
then Life emerging in the plant and associated in the animal 
with a growing Mind, then Mind itself evolved and organised 
in Man. This evolution, this spiritual progression - does it 
stop short here in the imperfect mental being called Man? Or 
is the secret of it simply a succession of rebirths whose only 
purpose of issue is to labour towards the point at which it can 
learn its own futility, renounce itself and take its leap into 
some original unborn Existence or Non-Existence? There is at 
least the possibility, there comes at a certain point the certi
tude, that there is a far greater consciousness than what we call 
Mind, and that by ascending the ladder still farther we can find 
a point at which the hold of the material Inconscience, the 
vital and mental Ignorance ceases; a principle of consciousness 
becomes capable of manifestation which liberates not partially, 
not imperfectly, but radically and wholly this impris oned 
Divine. In this vision each stage of evolution appears as due to 
the descent of a higher and higher Power of consciousness, 
raising the terrestrial level, creating a new stratum, but the 
highest yet remain to descend and it is by their descent that 
the riddle of terrestrial existence will receive its solution and 
not only the soul but Nature herself find her deliverance. This 
is the Truth which has been seen in flashes, in more and more 
entirety of its terms by the line of s�ers whom the Tantra 
would call the hero-seekers and the divine-seekers and which 
may now be nearing the point of readiness for its full revela-
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tion and experience. Then whatever be the heavy weight of 
strife and suffering and darkness in the world, yet if there is 
this as its high result awaiting us, all that has gone before may 
not be counted too great a price by the strong and adventur
ous for the glory that is to come. At any rate the shadow lifts ;  
there is a Divine Light that leans over the world and is not 
only a far-off incommunicable Lustre. 

It is true that the problem still remains why all this that yet 
is should have been necessary - these crude beginnings, this 
long and stormy passage - why should the heavy and tedious 
price be demanded, why should evil and suffering ever have 
been there. For to the how of the fall into the Ignorance as 
opposed to the why, the effective cause, there is a substantial 
agreement in all spiritual experience. It is the division, the sep
aration, the principle of isolation from the Permanent and 
One that brought it about; it is because the ego set up for 
itself in the world emphasising its own desire and self-affirma
tion in preference to its unity with the Divine and its oneness 
with all; it is because instead of the one supreme Force, Wis
dom, Light determining the harmony of all forces each Idea, 
Force, Form of things was allowed to work itself out as far as 
it could in the mass of infinite possibilities by its separate will 
and inevitably in the end by conflict with others. Division, 
ego, the imperfect consciousness and groping and struggle of 
a separate self-affirmation are the efficient cause of the suffer
ing and ignorance of this world. Once consciousnesses sepa
rated from the one consciousness ,  they fell inevitably into 
Ignorance and the last result of Ignorance was Inconscience; 
from a dark immense Inconscient this material world arises 
and out of it a soul that by evolution is struggling into con
sciousness, attracted towards the hidden Light, ascending but 
still blindly towards the lost Divinity from which it came. 

But why should this have happened at all? One common 
way of putting the question and answering it ought to be elim
inated from the first, - the human way and its ethical revolt 
and reprobation, its emotional outcry. For it is not, as some 
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religions suppose, a supra-cosmic, arbitrary, personal Deity 
himself alcogether uninvolved in the fall who has imposed evil 
and suffering on Creatures made capriciously by his fiat. The 
Divine we know is an Infinite Being in whose infinite manifes
tation these things have come - it is the Divine itself that is 
here, behind us, pervading the manifestation, supporting the 
world with its oneness; it is the Divine that is in us upholding 
itself the burden of the fall and its dark consequence. If above 
It stands for ever in its perfect Light, Bliss and Peace, It is also 
here; its Light, Bliss and Peace are secretly here supporting all; 
in ourselves there is a spirit, a central presence greater than the 
series of surface personalities which, like the supreme Divine 
itself, is not overborne by the fate they endure. If we find out 
this Divine within us, if we know ourselves as this spirit which 
is of one essence and being with the Divine, that is our gate of 
deliverance and in it we can remain ourselves even in the midst 
of this world's disharmonies, luminous, blissful and free. That 
much is the age-old testimony of spiritual experience. 

But still what is the purpose and origin of the disharmony -
why came this division and ego, this world of painful evolu
tion? Why must evil and sorrow enter into the divine Good, 
Bliss and Peace? It is hard t0 answer t0 the human intelligence 
on its own level, for the consciousness to which the origin of 
this phenomenon belongs and to which it stands as it were 
automatically justified in a supra-intellectual knowledge, is a 
cosmic and not an individualised human intelligence; it sees in 
larger spaces, it has another vision and cognition, other terms 
o f  consciousness than human reason and feeling. To the 
human mind one might answer that while in itself the Infinite 
might be free from those perturbations, yet once manifesta
tion began infinite possibility also began and among the infi
nite possibilities which it is the function of the universal mani
festation to work out, the negation, t.he apparent effective 
negation - with all its consequences - of the Power, Light, 
Peace, Bliss was very evidently one. If it is asked why even if 
possible it should have been accepted, the answer nearest to 
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the Cosmic Truth which the human intelligence can make is 
that in the relations or in the transition of the Divine in the 
Oneness to the Divine in the Many, this ominous possible 
became at a certain point an inevitable. For once it appears it 
acquires for the Soul descending into evolutionary manifesta
tion an irresistible attraction which creates the inevitability 
- an attraction which in human terms on the terrestrial level 
might be interpreted as the call of the unknown, the joy of 
danger and difficulty and adventure,- the will to attempt the 
impossible, to work out the incalculable, the will to create the 
new and the uncreated with one's  own self and life as the 
material, the fascination of contradictories and their difficult 
harmonisation - these things translated into another supra
physical, superhuman consciousness, higher and wider than 
the mental, were the temptation that led to the fall. For to the 
original being of light on the verge of the descent the one 
thing unknown was the depths of the abyss,  the possibilities 
of the Divine in the Ignorance and lnconscience. On the other 
side from the Divine Oneness a vast acquiescence, compas
sionate, consenting, helpful, a supreme knowledge that this 
thing must be, that having appeared it must be worked out, 
that its appearance is in a certain sense part of an incalculable 
infinite wisdom, that if the plunge into Night was inevitable 
the emergence into a new unprecedented Day was also a certi
tude, and that only so could a certain manifestation of the 
Supreme Truth be effected - by a working out with its phe
nomenal opposites as the starting-point of the evolution, as 
the condition laid down for a transforming emergence. In this 
acquiescence was embraced too the will of the great Sacrifice, 
the descent of the Divine itself into the Inconsience to take up 
the burden of the Ignorance and its consequences,  to inter
vene as the Avatar and the Vibhuti walking between the dou
ble sign of the Cross and the Victory towards the fulfilment 
and deliverance. A too imaged rendering of the inexpressible 
Truth? But without images how to present to the intellect a 
mystery far beyond it? I t  is only when one has crossed the 
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barrier of the limited intelligence and shared in the cosmic 
experience and the knowledge which sees things from identity 
that the supreme realities which lie behind these images -
images corresponding to the terrestrial fact - assume their 
divine forms and are felt as simple, natural, implied in the 
essence of things. I t  is by entering into that greater conscious
ness alone that one can grasp the inevitability of its self-cre
ation and its purpose. 

This is indeed only the Truth of the manifestation as it 
presents itself to the consciousness when it s tands on the bor
der line between Eternity and the descent into Time where the 
relation between the One and the Many in the evolution is 
self-determined, a zone where all that is to be is implied but 
not yet in action. But the liberated consciousness can rise 
higher where the problem exists no longer and from there see 
it in the light of a supreme identity where all is predetermined 
in the automatic self-existent truth of things and self-justified 
to an absolute  cons ciousness  and wis dom and absolu t e  
Delight which is behind all creation and non-creation and the 
affirmation and negation are both seen with the eyes of the 
ineffable Reality that delivers and reconciles them. But that 
knowledge is not expressible to the human mind; its language 
of light is too undecipherable, the light itself too bright for a 
consciousness accustomed to the stress and obscurity of the 
cosmic riddle and entangled in it to follow the clue or to grasp 
its secret. In any case, it is only when we rise in the spirit 
beyond the zone of the darkness and the struggle that we 
enter into the full significance of it and there is a deliverance 
of the soul from its enigma. To rise to that height of liberation 
is the true way out and the only means of the indubitable 
knowledge. 

But the liberation and transcendence need not necessarily 
impose a disappearance, a sheer dissolvir:ig out from the mani
festation; it can prepare a liberation into action of the highest 
Knowledge and an intensity of Power that can transform the 
world and fulfil the evolutionary urge. It is an ascent from 
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whii::h there is no longer a fall but a winged or self-sustained 
descent of light, force and Ananda. 

I t  is what is inherent in force of being that manifests as 
becoming; but what the manifestation shall be, its terms, its 
balance of energies, its arrangement of principles depends on 
the consciousness  which acts in the creative force, on the 
power of consciousness which Being delivers from itself for 
manifestation. It  is in the nature of Being to be able to grade 
and vary its powers of consciousness and determine according 
to the grade and variation its world or its degree and scope of 
se lf-revelation. The manifested creation is limited  by the 
power to which it belongs and sees and lives according to it 
and can only see more, live more powerfully, change its world 
by opening or moving towards or making descend a greater 
power of consciousness that was above it. This is what is hap
pening in the evolution of consciousness in our world, a world 
of inanimate matter producing under the stress of this necessi
ty a power of life, a power of mind which bring into it new 
forms of creation and still labouring to produce, to make 
descend into it some supramental power. It is further an opera
tion of creative force, which moves between two poles of con
sciousness .  On one side there is a secret consciousness within 
and above which contains in it all potentialities - there eternal
ly manifest, here awaiting delivery - of light, peace, power and 
bliss .  On the other side there is another, outward on the sur
face and below, that s tarts from the apparent opposite of  
unconsciousness, inertia, blind stress, possibility of suffering 
and grows by receiving into itself higher and higher powers 
which make it always re-create i ts  manifes tation in larger 
terms, each new creation of this kind bringing out something 
of the inner potentiality, making it more and more possible to 
bring down the Perfection that waits above. As long as the 
outward personality we call ourselves is centred in the lower 
powers of consciousness, the riddle of its own existence, its 
purpose, its necessity is to it an insoluble enigma; if something 
of the truth is at all conveyed to this outward mental man, he 
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but imperfectly grasps it and perhaps misinterprets and misus
es and mislives it. His true staff of �alking is made more of a 
fire of faith than any ascertained and indubitable light of  
knowledge. It is only by rising toward a higher consciousness 
beyond the mental line and therefore superconscient now to 
him that he can emerge from his inability and his ignorance. 
His full liberation and enlightenment will come when he cross
es the line into the light of a new superconscient existence. 
That is the transcendence which was the object of aspiration of 
the mystics and the spiritual seekers. 

But in itself this would change nothing in the creation here, 
the evasion of a liberated soul from the world makes to that 
world no difference. But this crossing of the line if turned not 
only to an ascending but to a descending purpose would mean 
the transformation of the line from what it now is, a lid, a bar
rier, into a passage for the higher powers of consciousness of 
the Being now above it .  It would mean a new creation on 
earth, a bringing in of the ultimate powers which would 
reverse the conditions here, in as much as that would produce 
a creation raised into the full flood of spiritual and supramen
tal light in place of one emerging into a half-light of mind out 
of a darkness of material inconscience. It is only in such a full 
flood of the reali sed spirit that the embodied being could 
know, in the sense of all that was involved in it, the meaning 
and temporary necessity of his descent into the darkness and 
its conditions and at the same time dissolve them by a lumi
nous transmutation into a manifestation here of the revealed 
and no longer of the veiled and disgui sed or apparently 
deformed Divine. 
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- Sri Aurobindo, Letters on Yoga, Volume 22, pp. 24-32, 
(published by Sri Aurobindo Birth Centenary, Library, 

SABCL, 1 970) 
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